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Preface

This is a book about selling value, and about the value of selling
it.

Selling value is a fundamentally new form of selling, and very few
companies have yet genuinely mastered it. The selling of value is
about selling – not products, services or solutions but – business
impacts that result in increased profits for the customer. This re-
quires a completely different set of competences than what the
sales function is typically used to. The successful salesmen and -
women of the future are closer to general managers than super
salesmen or -women in the traditional sense.

The value of selling has two dimensions. First, selling needs to bring
value to the customer both during the sales process, and after the
sales process as the business impacts of the renewed operating
model start to materialize. 

Second, selling needs to bring value to the provider by generating
strong and steady cash flows to compensate for the costs of the
resources allocated to developing the customer relationship. Sales
activities need to be viewed as investments into customer relation-
ships, and the sales process as the company’s revenue manage-
ment process. Since resources are limited and since the mistakes in
customer selection take time to surface, careful customer selection
has become critical. Customer relationships need to be viewed as
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assets, and the role of the sales function is to increase the value of
that asset.

The idea to embark on this book-writing journey was made as we
started to realize, that companies were describing very similar
challenges and thoughts regarding sales and sales management. Is-
sues that came up all related to either the selling of value, or the
value of selling: Where can we find new opportunities for growth?
Can we create entirely new markets by finding new ways of coop-
eration with our customers? How can we get rid of the pure price
discussions? How should we allocate the expensive sales resources
to the right customers? How do we get paid for all the work we do
for our customers? How can we turn our sales force into industry
consultants?

Hence, to gather the latest thoughts on sales and sales manage-
ment, to develop them further, and to share them with you, our
dear reader, seemed like a levelheaded thing to do. We hope you
think so too!
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Structure of the book

The book has been divided into four parts. The parts have been
structured in the following manner:

• Part I introduces the next generation of selling. The part
starts with an overview of the various development paths that
are forcing increasingly many companies to move away from
more traditional forms of selling. Value sales strategy is intro-
duced as the sales strategy of mature industries.

• Part II explores the competences and processes for the next
generation of selling. Compared to previous sales strategies,
value sales requires totally new kind of competences, process-
es and tools to support the sales activities. One of the most
important new competence areas is value quantification and
hence, it earns to be dealt with separately.

• Part III focuses on sales management and the ways it needs
to change in order to successfully manage value sales. First,
we’ll look at sales as an investment into customer portfolios
and discuss the principles for optimal sales resource allocation.
Then, we explore the elements of sales forecasting and the
ways in which forecasting accuracy can be increased. Finally,
we’ll introduce some ways in which value sales performance
can be assessed.

• Part IV takes a strategic perspective into sales. The section
discusses the implications of viewing customer relationships as
one of the most important assets, and looks at the role of sales
in managing this asset. 

The chapters in parts II and III include a list of self-assessment
questions for the reader to evaluate the current practices of one’s
own organization.

Vectia Office, Helsinki
October 2003

The Authors
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1 Need For a New Sales Strategy

Very few companies can exist without the sales function. The sales
force has always been responsible for delivering given targets, for
making sure that the company benefits from a strong order flow.
But the role of sales is changing. Pushing products, presenting
product features and competing with only pricing are elements of
the sales process of the past.
Unit prices are going down in al-
most all industries, and compa-
nies are forced to look for new
revenue streams and sources of
profit. 

The traditional way of selling will eventually result in a sales force
selling commodity products with ever-decreasing unit prices while
the buyers focus only on discounts. Many companies have realized
this, and started to develop new strategies for sales. Increasingly
many providers and customers are jointly looking for ways to in-
novate value for both parties. This approach puts increasing pres-
sure on developing the way companies approach their customers
and present their offerings.

In order to retain profit growth in deflatory markets, a new sales
strategy is needed. The new strategy needs to enable genuine dif-
ferentiation from the competition, and the innovation of new
business models.

Unit prices are going down in
almost all industries, forcing
companies to look for new rev-
enue streams and sources of
profit.
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Selling “bulk products” proba-
bly continues to form a big part
of many companies’ business but
the success in the commodity
business is more dependent on
operational efficiency and price/
performance of the product than the excellence of the sales orga-
nization.

Redefining the sales strategy

The sales force is under a lot of pressure. This book will aim to
find ways to succeed in sales as these pressures will remain and
even get harder. This book will strive to give answers for the sales
management while trying to deliver more while maintaining or
even increasing the profit levels.

We believe that current sales strategies need to be redefined in or-
der to return to the growth path. The role of the sales force needs
to be changed to get around the purchasing department and to ad-
dress the real business issues of the customer. The sales force
needs to find ways to improve the customer’s bottom line, and to
get paid for doing so.

This book introduces a sales strategy that we call Value Sales.
Adopting value sales strategy provides organizations with tools to
tackle the sales pressures. Value sales strategy is not an overnight
fix or new management “ism” –
it is a fundamental change in the
way we look at identifying new
opportunities for growth and
profitability in the company’s
customer base. Value sales strate-
gy defines the approach the sales
force needs to take and it will
also define the needed competences for carrying it out.

The new sales strategy needs
to enable genuine differentia-
tion from the competition, and
the innovation of new busi-
ness models.

Value sales strategy presents a
fundamental change to the
way we look at identifying new
opportunities for growth and
profitability in the customer
base.
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The book also introduces Cus-
tomer Process Innovation, a concept
inherently related to value sales.
The sales person of the future
should understand the business
operations, drivers and process-
es of the customer in such detail
that he or she can proactively innovate changes to the customer’s
processes. The changes should create value for the customer.
Moreover, they should enable the provider to capture a part of the
created value for itself.

Process innovation requires a substantially wider perspective into
the customer organization and the ability – and courage – to ques-
tion the current processes and the current value chain structure.
In more traditional forms of selling, the customers current envi-
ronment is taken more or less as a given, and products and solu-
tions are offered to fulfill needs or to tackle concerns in some spe-
cific area or business function. Value seller should be able to pro-
pose changes to the way the customer currently operates, and to
quantify the business benefits of the renewed operating model.

Any sales manager or director who is experiencing the above-
mentioned pressures should take a closer look at value sales and
how implementing the proposed thinking can create value for the
customer, and at the same time provide new ways of capturing val-
ue for the company. 

Pressures for changing sales strategies

The factors that drive the need for changing sales strategies seem
common to surprisingly many industries. Management in indus-
tries across the board seem to share common problems: decreas-
ing unit prices, constant pressures for cost cutting, and difficulties
getting paid for the value deliver to the customer.

Consolidation in many industries has increased the customers’
buying power, and changed the way purchasing is done in many
companies. Since buying patterns are changing, the sales patterns

The sales person of the future
should understand the busi-
ness processes of the custom-
er in such detail that he or she
can proactively innovate chang-
es to the customer’s processes.
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need to be developed as well.
Many companies have realized
this, and started to develop dif-
ferent sales methods and re-
think their sales strategies. 

One of the main targets of pur-
chasing departments is to try to
specify the needs of the company in such a way that several sup-
pliers can deliver the needed product or solution. The incentives
of the purchasing manager are usually tied to the achieved reduc-
tions in unit prices. The relative position of the sales force is fairly
weak as long as the discussions revolve around price and volume.
Additional elements such as product quality, delivery terms and
possible warranties are treated like “must haves” and the suppliers
don’t have much room for differentiation.

One way to succeed in a situation like this is to analyze thoroughly
the cost of selling, and to strive to decrease the cost. We have seen
several companies redefine their sales channels, and look for alter-
natives ways to deliver the bulk products (i.e. commodities) in a
more cost-effective way. 

Another approach to tackling the declining unit price dilemma is
differentiation. Since a unique solution can have a unique price,
many companies are constantly searching for ways to differentiate
from the competition. Differentiation can come from many
sources: widening the current offering, creating a new kind of op-
erating model with the customer, or redefining the customer’s
need by developing unconventional changes to the way the cus-
tomer runs its business. 

In some developed companies purchasing departments are remu-
nerated not just based on received discounts but based more ad-
vanced metrics such as economic value added (EVA). This makes
the purchasing department more interested in various types of
process alignment that can improve their cash flow. The focus on
price issues has not disappeared but other dimensions are increas-
ingly being introduced.

Management in industries
across the board seem to share
common problems: decreasing
unit prices, constant pressures
for cost cutting, and difficul-
ties getting paid for the value
deliver to the customer.
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Cost cutting will never go out of fashion. But there is a limit to
how far one can go with existing products and solutions. Many
companies have tried to form bigger entities to gain economies of
scale and therefore we have seen the birth of global players. The
demand to produce more with less has been true in industries
where commoditization has happened. The automotive and IT in-
dustry serve as good examples.

Another trend besides forming bigger entities is to move further
in the value chain. We have encountered numerous companies
that are striving to take steps forward in the value chain or even
totally restructure the chain. The business opportunities – the
possibilities to create and capture value – seems to be greater the
further one goes in the value chain. For instance mining and pulp
and paper industries have both witnessed the shift in companies’
strategies from the handling of the raw materials (wood in the for-
est, ore in the ground) to developing products for the end-users.

Every sales person has faced customers who demand more. Cus-
tomers demand bigger discounts, longer payment times, more free
services, smaller, more frequent deliveries, or even the whole pie.
These are all elements that are valuable for the customer. The pur-
chasing manager is looking for suppliers who can deliver a com-
modity product for the lowest unit price and at the same time cre-
ate additional value for him or her. 

From a sales point of view it is very easy to say, “yes”, to these de-
mands. In many industries 90 or even 120 days payment times
have become a norm. The difficulty lies in calculating the cost of
capital and adding it to the selling price. Similar challenges are true
for other value-creating elements. 

Customer asset management drives next 
generation sales

In most capital-intensive industries, management is pursuing top-
notch returns from investments in production facilities. Justifiably
so. These investments command attention since so much capital is
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tied up in these assets. As far as customer relationships are con-
cerned, the discussion very easily turns to revenue and profit.

In most case, board members are not used to discussing the at-
tributes that depict the quality of their customer base. These at-
tributes include items such as customer profitability, expected
profit contribution and the value of a given customer relationship.
Understanding these items is a must if one wants to understand
the concept of customer asset management.

If the financial value of a given customer or a customer segment is
known (for example discounted future profits) then the board can
start to discuss what the current value of the whole customer base
is. Investors have been interested in cash flow and future profits
without detailed knowledge of how this cash flow is generated and
from which type of customers it comes. 

If we accept that each customer
relationship has an expected
cash flow attached to it, then we
can treat these relationships as
assets. These assets can be
grouped into portfolios, and they
can be managed just like any other portfolios where a return is ex-
pected. Next generation sales strategies should define the way
these portfolios are managed and how investments are made to in-
crease the value of these assets. 

When customer relationships are treated as any other assets, then
the language of managing these relationships changes from sales
and marketing language to financial language. The issues present-
ed by the sales function become
more concrete when they are
presented as facts and can be
compared to discussions con-
cerning other assets. Therefore,
the next-generation sales func-
tion has to be able to speak the
“finance language” and describe the value of the assets they are re-
sponsible for – their customers. 

If we accept that each custom-
er relationship has an expected
cash flow attached to it, then
we can treat these relation-
ships as assets.

The next generation sales func-
tion has to be able to speak the
“finance language,” and de-
scribe the value of the assets
they are responsible for – their
customers. 
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Value Sales innovates new categories for growth

As markets mature, companies are forced to find new earnings
logics and innovative ways to improve the customer’s process.
These innovations represent new opportunities for value creation.
The main task for the sales force
is to identify such opportunities
for customer process innovation. 

These innovations differentiate
the provider from other provid-
ers since the new innovation is not known to the competition.
Any company capable of customer process innovation is far ahead
of the competition since the competition is still focusing on pro-
viding solutions to the old process. 

Naturally this is very challenging to do. Traditionally, most cus-
tomers operate through their purchasing departments and these
departments lose their power if the given product specifications
are not met and if bids from other vendors are not comparable.
Therefore, providers must overcome this barrier by a superior un-
derstanding of the customer’s business drivers and ways of en-
hancing their key financial indicators. 

If a provider is able to identify an opportunity for customer pro-
cess innovation and is also able to deliver a solution capable of
creating the expected value then the role of a provider shifts to-
wards a trusted partner. Achieving this role should be one of the
main tasks of a value sales function. In this role, the provider is
able to demonstrate enhancements to the customer’s profit. 

Striving for and achieving such a role should be profitable for
both parties. The provider has created a new category of solutions
and the customer is benefiting from better financial results. In
most cases, the provider’s role can be achieved through in-depth
knowledge of the customer’s process and the changes in both the
customer’s and the customer’s customers’ business drivers. 

The main task of the value
sales force is to identify oppor-
tunities for customer process
innovation.
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Customer process innovation requires new 
competences

The sales force is used to understanding their products. Now, fo-
cus is shifting to understanding the customer’s business processes
and how these processes can be modified or even changed. Cre-
ative sales requires sales to understand the customer’s business
processes, innovate ways to improve them, quantify the business
impacts, and co-ordinate internal and external resources to deliver
the value. 

Customer process innovation requires new competences. These
competences are related to the way the customer is running their
business. The sales function should systematically enhance their
understanding of the customer’s business environment as well as
how the customer’s customers are doing business and what kind
of challenges they are facing. This task is very demanding and
therefore common definitions, processes and tools must be sup-
ported by a change in the sales functions mindset. 

Changing the mindset of conventional product sales people is not
always possible. Naturally, training programs are needed but more
and more companies are looking for new hires. These new hires
are often coming from the customer’s organization and they have
the ability to understand how value is created and how customer
process innovation could be done. 

Customer process innovation should result in better returns for
both the provider and the customer. The customer is able to en-
hance its competitiveness and also create more value for its own
customers. Succeeding in this task requires the mobilization of the
provider’s, its partner’s and customer’s resources. Utilizing these
resources for joint value creating is a key success factor for value
sales.
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2 Value Sales as The Next 
Generation

Companies in the international business environment are increas-
ingly faced with the fact that traditional ways of successful sales
are not sufficient anymore. Each year the sales targets for individ-
ual sales reps are increasing. Last year’s results are not good
enough for this year and the management is expecting more re-
sults with fewer resources. On the other hand, customers are de-
manding lower prices, better service and faster deliveries. It seems
that there is no end to this vicious circle – or is there?

Needless to say, the sales force has been under hard pressure for a
long time and for the most part come out of the battle as a winner.
Companies have experienced phenomenal growth for many years
and the sales force has prospered. As the downturn of the world
economy has been here for the past 30 months, and might be here
for quite a while still, new ways to organize, direct and measure the
sales function have become necessary. In this challenging environ-
ment also the role of sales is often transformed from the provider
of products and solutions to the provider of business solutions and
value.

This chapter will take a look at how industries mature, and how
the role of selling differs at different stages of the industry life cy-
cle. As industries mature, companies employ different sales strate-
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gies. The strategies will be called product sales, solution sales and
value sales. 

Keeping up growth in mature markets

Most industries have been built around products. The value chain
starts from the raw material (such as wood from the forest) and
ends up with the finished product (such as a newspaper). The
success factors in these value
chains have been efficiency and
effectiveness. Companies have
been investing in production
and logistics and most of the
capital has been tied into the
production facilities. As indus-
tries grow more mature and the unit prices for pure goods start
to decrease, companies begin looking for ways to keep their prof-
it levels up. 

Let’s look at the IT industry as an example. During the 1980s,
most revenues and profits were generated from hardware sales.
The sales margin for a given computer could very well be over 90
per cent. Very often customers were developing their own applica-
tions based on programming languages. 

While more competitors entered the hardware market manufac-
turers started to develop software packages to keep their profit
levels and revenues growth. The high-margin business shifted
from hardware to software. Selling only products (the hardware)
was not enough to keep the profit levels growing due to declining
unit prices. Since the whole IT industry was built around “prod-
ucts” this meant big chances for the sales force. It was not enough
to understand the product and its features but it become increas-
ingly important to understand what could be done with the soft-
ware. 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, the hardware sales margins
fell dramatically and the whole industry became more mature. In
order to keep the revenue and profit growth levels, companies

As industries grow more ma-
ture and the unit prices start to
decrease, companies begin
looking for ways to keep their
profit levels up. 
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sought professional services. These services were built around the
hardware and software and they were focused on helping the cus-
tomer to benefit from the investment. 

As customers were focusing on their core competences and de-
manding yet more value from their IT vendors, companies were
forced to develop new and more comprehensive services. While
traditional services were focused on solving an operational and
isolated problem at the customer’s site, these new services were
looking for ways to get to the operating expenditure (OPEX) bud-
gets. Soon, outsourcing became the buzzword of the industry as
major corporations outsourced whole IT organizations to integra-
tors and hardware/software producers. The outsourcing deals also
affected the customers’ balance sheets by freeing tied capital.

Outsourcing means very close co-operation between two organi-
zations. The co-operation must be beneficial to both parties and it
must involve business management. In outsourcing, the provider
assumes the responsibility of a given customer process and runs it
for him. Usually this deal does not change the way the operation is
currently run. Naturally the efficiency and effectiveness of the op-
eration are in both parties’ interests, but outsourcing is not usually
done to change the business process in question. It does not lower
the level of total capital employed. The capital just moves from
one balance sheet to another.

When an industry matures fur-
ther, outsourcing deals become
more inevitable due to value
chain restructuring. This devel-
opment can be seen in many in-
dustries. Companies are looking for ways to move further in the
value chain to businesses with higher profit potentials. Outsourc-
ing of non-core operations has freed capital to move to more
profitable areas. 

Just as products (hardware and software) are becoming commodi-
ties, the possibilities for differentiation with services (including
outsourcing) are diminishing. Companies are again faced with
eroding profits and declining revenues.

Companies are looking for
ways to move further in the
value chain to businesses with
higher profit potentials
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Figure 1: Sales strategies during the industry life cycle 

Knowing that these pressures will become evident in mature in-
dustries, companies are forced to look for new ways of providing
value for their customers. When pure products (“hardware and
software”) solve a given need, services help the customer to bene-
fit from the investment and outsourcing frees the customer from
the tied up capital, a new approach must be developed in order to
maintain profit levels. This approach is called Customer Process
Innovation.

Customer Process Innovation
starts from understanding the
customer’s current processes.
While outsourcing assumed the
responsibility of running a given
process “as is”, this new ap-
proach looks for ways to enhance the customer’s process with the
know-how of the provider or the network managed by the provid-
er. One could say that the provider should be able to provide ser-
vices where the focus is on customer process re-engineering
through new and innovative solutions.

Revenue €

Product sales Solution sales Value sales

Mainly products More than products Also products

Core product

Add-on services

Maintenance & usage
services 

Insourcing

Customer
Process Innovation

Time

Customer Process Innovation
aims to enhance the custom-
er's process with the know-
how of the provider, or the net-
work managed by the provider.
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Customer process innovation is a proactive approach to solving
the customer’s business problems. To do this the provider has to
understand how the customer currently runs its processes and
what the operational costs associated with running it are. While in
product sales the sales person usually waits for a RFQ before the
sales process itself start, customer process innovation results in a
new way of operating the customer’s process without a RFQ. 

In a young industry, companies are focused on delivering “prod-
ucts”. When more competitors enter the new lucrative market,
companies are forced to build add-on services and market them.
They are delivering “more than products”. While industries be-
come even more mature, and outsourcing is not enough to differ-
entiate from the competition, companies are looking to deliver
“also products”. They are selling Customer Process Innovation.

These three approaches require different attitudes and capabilities
from the sales organization. We call the selling of “products”
product sales, the selling of “more than products” solution sales
and the selling of “also products” value sales.

From selling of products and solutions to selling 
of value

The three different sales strategies can all co-exist in any organiza-
tion. A sales organization must understand that product, solution
and value sales are sales strategies to be used in different situa-
tions. In this chapter we will take a look how the customer organi-
zations can be different as far as what they are looking for from
their suppliers and therefore affect which strategy to use with
which kind of customer. 

The following figure summarizes the three different customer
types that all call for a different kind of sales strategy. 
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Figure 2: Sales strategies from customer perspective.

Next we’ll take a closer look at each of the customer types and try
to understand how they differ and what the sales organization
should understand about them. 

Selling products to customer’s needs

The traditional way of organizing the sales force and targeting cus-
tomers can be called product sales. In product sales the sales argu-
ment is based on the product features. The sales person is a prod-
uct expert who can articulate the technical aspects of the product.
Usually the counterpart in the customer’s organization is the pur-
chasing department and con-
tacts to the business units are
very limited.

In order to succeed in product
sales one has to be able to pro-
duce a superior, a clearly differentiated product or a competitively
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In order to succeed in product
sales one has to be able to
produce a superior, clearly dif-
ferentiated product, or a com-
petitively priced product.
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priced product. This competitive advantage can be achieved
through product excellence and/or cost leadership. 

Product sales is the right strategy when the customer is self-suffi-
cient in the usage of the proposed product. The customer has suf-
ficient knowledge of the product and its application. The custom-
er organization is used to buying and using the product. Since the
knowledge level of the customer is high and there are usually sup-
plementary products available, the discussion very easily turns to
the unit price. The focus of the purchasing negotiations is very
price-oriented and other elements such as value-added services are
not a decisive factor in the discussions and the decision making
process of the customer. 

In these kinds of situations, suppliers are kept at arm’s length and
they are treated as vendors. Other business issues are not dis-
cussed and therefore the whole transaction is focused around the
product and its features. There is no mutual trust in the relation-
ship as such, but the customer has a certain trust in the proposed
product. A customer applying this kind of approach towards its
suppliers could be categorized as a product purchaser. 

When the customer is a product purchaser the core of the cus-
tomer relationship is to supply excellent products, or supply
products at the lowest price, or both. The strategy for such a sup-
plier should be focused on building strong brands and an effi-
cient production and delivery processes. The sales force should
be able to understand the customer’s product needs and make
sure that promises as far as delivery times, etc. are kept. The cus-
tomer contacts do not need to be widened from the purchasing
department as long as the provider is able to differentiate with
product quality, price and efficient logistics. 

The customers of the product sales orientation are the ones that
are trying to reach lower costs or that are trying to find new prod-
uct features themselves. The challenge for the supplier is to keep
ahead of the competition and outperform other manufacturers. 

Managing this kind of a sales force can be based on metrics such
as sales volume and margin. What also needs to be understood in
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the product performance at the customer’s site is how the compe-
tition is trying to attack or change the competitive environment. 

Selling solutions to tackle customer’s challenges

A solution consists of products (hardware), services (software and
professional services) and information, which solve a given con-
cern for the customer’s organization. A solution represents a
package that the customer cannot disintegrate and therefore it has
to be purchased from one vendor. Naturally the solution has to
provide more value than buying the components separately would.
The solution can be installed in the customer’s organization and
used with or without inputs from additional providers. 

Selling these solutions is based on understanding the customer’s
business needs. The solution is designed to be an answer to a giv-
en need and therefore the sales argumentation is based on how
well the solution fits the needs. The sales person must understand
how the solution is integrated to the customer’s current environ-
ment and he/she needs to be familiar with the expected benefits
of the new solution. 

Usually, the purchasing depart-
ment does not purchase solu-
tions alone and the business
function management is also in-
volved. Therefore, the contact
base needs to be widened to cover the business management of
the customer. The sales person needs to be able to understand the
customer’s concerns, and present the solution as an answer to
those. In the sales discussions, price is not the first item. The most
important attribute of the sales person is the ability to link the
product benefits to the customer’s concerns. 

Solution sales is used when the customer needs expertise in a giv-
en application area. The supplier has superior knowledge not
only about the product but also the application area in which the
solution is used. The discussion is focused on the total cost, not
just the purchasing price, and the customer is willing to discuss

The sales person needs to un-
derstand the customer's con-
cerns, and present the solution
as an answer to those.
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co-operation in both the “installation” and maintenance of the
total solution.

In order to reach this level of co-operation, the customer has to
have trust in the supplier as a company. Trust in the product is not
so relevant if the customer has a trust in the supplier’s organiza-
tion and ability to deliver on given promises. This co-operative at-
titude is usually restricted to a given application or to one certain
function of the customer. The customer can be categorized as a
solution seeker who is willing to pay for the whole solution as
such and who will not integrate the solution from components
provided from several vendors. 

A solution seller finds its customers from the ones looking not
only for a product but also for total solutions for a given need.
Such companies are the ones that are willing to discuss business-
related issues and disclose information on current operational
processes. The business target for the provider is to increase the
share of the wallet with these customers and widen the co-opera-
tion to other departments and functions based on good internal
references. Success can be measured by looking at the sales vol-
ume and the generated profit. Naturally, the operational success of
the solution is the cornerstone for future success. 

Selling value to improve customer’s business

Value sales is a strategy where the importance of a single product
is lower and the focus is on creating value for the customer. The
sales argumentation is no longer based on products or the under-
standing of the customer’s needs. The sales person needs to able
to deliver positive impacts on
the customer’s business results.
Therefore the profile of the
sales person is closer to a con-
sultant than a product expert. 

To be able to function as a con-
sultant for the customer, one has to have an in-depth knowledge
of what is driving the customer’s business and how the profits can

To be able to function as a con-
sultant, one has to have an in-
depth knowledge of what is
driving the customer's business
and how the profits can be af-
fected.
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be affected. This calls for understanding the way the customer is
currently running his processes. Mapping the provider’s capabili-
ties to the customer’s process understanding should result in
changes in the customer’s process and therefore the consultant
acts as a process innovator. A process innovator is capable of pro-
actively proposing changes to the way the customer currently is
running his processes.

In this situation, the contacts are no longer on only a management
level but contacts need to be established at top management level.
The process innovator has to know the people responsible for
managing and running the process, which calls for a wider range
of contacts in the customer’s organization. Traditionally in prod-
uct sales it was enough to understand the purchasing process. In
value sales that sales person must also understand the customer
business processes. Depending on the providers solutions the
sales person needs to understand the customer’s manufacturing,
logistics, product development, marketing and other relevant cus-
tomer processes. 

To be able to discuss business issues with top management, the
sales person needs to understand the value drivers of the custom-
er. He or she needs to be able to provide solutions that support
the competitiveness of the customer. Competitiveness can be
achieved through increased revenue, lower costs or a decrease in
capital employed. As discussed earlier, traditional product, services
or outsourcing solutions are not enough. The process innovator
has to act as a market maker and change the way the customer
looks at the proposed process improvement. The process im-
provement changes the current product definitions and establishes
a new category of solutions not provided by other vendors who
are still offering value-added services and outsourcing as their so-
lutions. These solutions are defined to solve the customer’s chal-
lenges while running their processes as they are. If you are able to
deliver true customer process innovation your competitors will
not even get a chance to offer. Success in value sales can be mea-
sured in the ability to innovate new process enhancements and
drive customer’s profits. 
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In order to do this, the supplier has to have superior knowledge of
the product or application usage and the financial impacts fol-
lowed by its installation. The customer is interested in the total
cost of ownership over a longer time period. The discussions are
focused on understanding the long-term value of implementing
and using the proposed value creating solution, and not on the
purchase price. The customer has an open attitude towards the
supplier’s capabilities of delivering the desired financial impacts,
not merely the product or solution itself. 

This approach requires mutual trust. The customer trusts that the
supplier is able to become a partner for several functions and that
the relationship is closer to partnering for mutual success. Both are
willing to share expertise in anticipation of greater returns. The
supplier trusts that the customer does not disclose the details of
the relationship to other suppliers and that the relationship will last
for a longer time. The customer can be addressed as a value seeker
willing to benefit and pay for the knowledge of the supplier. 

MOVING FORWARD IN THE VALUE CHAIN
Case: Elcoteq

Background
Elcoteq, biggest European electronics manufacturing services (EMS) company, with
net sales of $1,8 billion in 2002, started out as an agreement manufacturer for Erics-
son in 1984. For quite a few years, its growth was strongly dependent on the growth
of both Ericsson and Nokia.

Problem
When SonyEricsson – using Flextronics as their EMS supplier – was formed, the loss
of a big customer caused Elcoteq’s growth to cease. Elcoteq needed to redefine its
strategy in order to get its business back on the growth track. In addition, markets
demand new terminals at very short intervals and many companies lack the R&D
capacity to develop new products at such tight pace. Hence, technology development,
product development and design operations are increasingly being outsourced.

Solution
In 2002, Elcoteq refined its strategy and decided to focus on becoming the world’s
leading EMS provider to communications technology customers offering both terminal
product and network equipment services. Elcoteq decided to take a step forward in
the value chain, broaden its offering and to differentiate its products and services for
selected customer segments. Elcoteq transformed from a product manufacturer to a
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service solution provider, offering comprehensive solutions from design to after sales
services for both start-ups and global customers. Design is an integral part of the cus-
tomer’s brand, and design cooperation requires closer relationship with the customers
and a good understanding of the end-user market.

Results
Elcoteq set up Elcoteq Design Center with 90 design experts from Benefon. In addi-
tion, Elcoteq has taken extensive measures in its sales and account management pro-
cesses in order to increase the amount of new contracts and to extend existing cus-
tomer relationships. The impact of new customer contracts in net sales is expected to
show starting from 2004.

Source: Elcoteq’s customer magazine and articles in the media.

Value Sales innovates improvements to 
customer’s process

In product and solution sales strategies the role of the sales person
is to be able to communicate the product and solution features
and benefits to the customer. The products and the solutions are
usually predefined by the provider company and the sales person
takes them as a given. 

In the value sales strategy the role
of the sales person is fundamen-
tally different. Naturally the sales
person must understand what the
providing company is currently
able to provide but more importantly, the sales person needs to be
able to innovate and define what is needed to create value for the
customer. It is not a question to only innovate changes to the prod-
ucts and services but it is a question to innovate changes to the
customer’s processes. 

As said, the role of the sales person is changing and the new role is
more of a business consultant that a product expert. The role is
also changing to become an integrator of products and services to
the customer. This could mean that products and services current-

In the value sales strategy the
role of the sales person is fun-
damentally different.
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ly offered by his company must be developed further or a partner
must be chosen to complement the provider’s capabilities.

In this situation the sales person must act as problem solver and
provider of solutions to the customer. Since customer process in-
novation should result in a solution that currently can not be pro-
vided by any competitor the sales person must understand the ca-
pabilities of his company and the it’s partners. Usually this means
that the sales team must be supplemented with persons represent-
ing R&D, production and logistics functions of the provider. 

Finding the right customers for Value Sales

Traditional sales organizations have differentiated their opera-
tions and organized themselves based on product knowledge and
customer segmentation. Persons having product knowledge have
usually had an engineering background with in-depth knowledge
of a given product or application area. This expertise is used to ex-
plain the product features and technical implication of installing a
given product to the customer. Experts know the products and
are able to explain their usage and benefits from using them.

Customer segmentation can be designed from many perspectives.
Traditional ways of segmenting customers include industry and
size and the geographical area. Persons taking care of the custom-
er relationships have traditionally had a business background with
in-depth knowledge of the industry. The sales force has been allo-
cated based on the segmentation and the level of needed product
knowledge. 

Now the situation is changing and it calls for a change in the way a
sales force is used to operating. In most industries, customers are
consolidating and becoming global. These global players are usual-
ly the ones setting the standards in a given industry. One of the
first things that they require is a global provider with consistent
terms and processes. They are limiting the number of companies
that they accept as their providers and they are demanding value-
added services. 
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The rapid change and development of technology in most fields
has been another driver for change in the role that the sales force
needs to adapt to. Technology has become so complicated that a
single sales person is not able to keep up with the speed of devel-
opment. Technical experts are needed to understand the proposed
solutions. 

As unit prices are going down, CEOs are looking for ways to se-
cure company growth. Selling more units only keeps the company
at the same level, and therefore services, total solutions and out-
sourcing have become the buzzwords in any board-level discus-
sion. The challenge to provide organic revenue growth has be-
come very difficult based on current products and services.

A third element that will change the way a sales force operates
comes from the breaking down of traditional value chains. As
companies are trying to provide total solutions they very quickly
find out that the current products and services alone are not able
to cover the whole need of the customer. There are two ways to
solve this problem:

• The company develops these products and services
• The company looks for partners for supplementary products

and services 

Both alternatives require changes
from the sales force. One way to
look at the required change is to
analyse the relationship value
and the customers willingness to
partner. When sales is seen as an investment in increasing the val-
ue of the customer base this investment needs to be directed to-
wards customers where the expected return is the biggest. 

Sales investments need to be
directed towards customers
where the expected return is
the biggest.
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Figure 3: Identifying right customers for value sales

This figure implies that all three sales strategies can coexist. It is
only a question of understanding what kind of customers you have
and which sales strategy to apply to which customer. Traditionally
in mature industries it is becoming increasingly difficult to main-
tain profit level by only implementing the product sales strategy.
Therefore many companies are looking for ways to lower the cost
of sales by finding more cost efficient ways to do product sales.
Establishing new sales channels to handle the product sales in-
clude dealers and VAR as external channels and telesales and e-
commerce as internal channels. 

The value sales strategy requires more resources and therefore
cannot be utilized with all customers and on all opportunities.
Careful customer and opportunity analysis must be used to identi-
fy the most potential customers. 
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3 Defining Processes for Faster 
Value Sales Transformation

Many companies are struggling with the fact that strategies and
goals set by the top management are not implemented in the cus-
tomer interface. The problems in getting the sales force to func-
tion according to new strategies are sometimes even seen as the
main stumbling blocks for company transformation. 

Strategic goals, company culture, organization, operating models,
tools and the management system (including metrics and remu-
neration) create a “structure” in which the sales force functions.
The structure itself guides the behavior of the sales force into a
certain direction; and if one wishes to change behavior, the struc-
ture needs to be changed accordingly. However, sales people and
their mindset and competences are just as – if not more – impor-
tant as the underlying structure.

Increasingly many companies are
turning to commonly defined
processes, definitions and tools
to speed up the implementation
of strategies. Furthermore, imple-
menting commonly defined processes facilitate the spreading of
best practices and compensate individual performance differences. 

Companies are turning to com-
monly defined processes and
tools to speed up the imple-
mentation of strategies.
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This chapter will take a closer look at defining common operating
models for sales and the ways in which the company may strive to
capture the benefits of efficient concept management.

Drivers towards systematic operating models

As said, companies in the global business arena are moving to-
wards systematic process definitions. Many companies are strug-
gling with the same types of issues that drive the evolution to-
wards company-wide operating models.

Companies often complain about
problems with inconsistent oper-
ating models in the customer in-
terface. More and more compa-
nies are forming global account
management organizations to serve their global customers. This
requires the ability to present a unified and consistent front to cus-
tomers across different regions and business units. Common pro-
cess definitions are required to create a “company way” that deter-
mines how the relationship is to be managed across regions.

The sales force of most companies is fairly heterogeneous and can
be placed on a normal distribution. The majority of the sales force
comprises average performers and there is a small number of both
excellent and poor performers. Some companies are dependent on
the performance of a very few star performers and they are strug-
gling to find ways to decrease this dependence by codifying best
practices into common operat-
ing models, creating sales teams
and even rotating personnel. 

Many capital-intensive, product-
driven companies have em-
ployed technically oriented sales
people who know the products inside-out and are comfortable
talking to the customer about product features and technical bene-
fits. The problems arise when this type of sales force ought to

Companies are striving to de-
crease their dependence on in-
dividuals by codifying the best
practices into common pro-
cesses. 

Companies often complain
about problems with inconsis-
tency in the customer inter-
face.
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shift its focus to business challenges and process innovation, and
the people are forced to move out of their comfort zone. 

Other companies have a totally opposite situation. Some compa-
nies have employed a purely sales-oriented sales force that excels in
carrying out the traditional kind of “product push” sales. However,
the sales do not have a deep enough understanding of the capabili-
ties of their own and partner organizations, which is needed in be-
ing able to identify possibilities for customer process innovation. 

Some companies claim to be too dependent on individual sales-
men. Salesmen often possess most of the information about cus-
tomers and the firm is dependent on these individuals. Codifying
this customer information and transforming it into the compa-
ny’s knowledge is a great challenge. Customer knowledge, in par-
ticular, is often regarded as a means of gaining power within an
organization. 

A lack of commonly defined operating models may lead to inaccu-
racies in forecasting and reporting, as there are no common defi-
nitions, e.g. for estimating the probability of future sales. Further-
more, a lack of common definitions often results in subjective es-
timations that reflect personal opinions and that are difficult to
compare.

Sales cultures change according to business 
situation

Companies have differing cultures in terms of employing com-
monly defined processes and tools. Some companies’ past success
has been greatly attributable to
the performance of a few great
individuals or superior product
price performance. On the other
hand, others are heavily driven
by defined processes where the
role of the individual sales per-
son is to operate according to distinct process definitions. 

Sales cultures seem to evolve
according to two dimensions:
the extent to which common
processes are used and the de-
gree of centralization of the
management model.
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If we take a look at companies’ sales cultures in generic terms,
some common development paths can be identified. Depending
on the company’s business situation, the companies’ sales cultures
seem to evolve according to two dimensions: 1) the extent to
which common processes are used and 2) the degree of centraliza-
tion of the management model. With respect to these two dimen-
sions, the sales cultures can be divided into the following four cul-
tures:

• On your own: Ad hoc sales processes & decentralized man-
agement model.

• Numbers driven: Ad hoc sales processes & centralized man-
agement model

• Process driven: Defined sales processes & centralized man-
agement model

• Individual productivity: Defined sales processes & decen-
tralized management model

In a sales culture where there are no defined sales processes indi-
vidual performance defines the performance of the whole compa-
ny. Good sales persons deliver good results whereas poor sales
persons deliver poor results. When times are good management is
not interested in whether the sales force operates in a unified way.
The sales force is left more or less on its own and it is very em-
powered. As long as the sales results are good, the sales force can
operate very independently. 

As soon as times get tougher and sales performance does not
reach set goals, the management becomes interested in how the
sales force operates and what kind of numbers are they able to de-
liver during a given time period. This period usually is a quarter
but the tougher the times get, the more frequent the reporting be-
comes. 

Soon the management sees that it is very difficult to implement
any changes to the way the sales force operates since they all have
been very independent earlier and there are no common processes
to support the sales force. As the management starts to see the
numbers from the sales force it very quickly understands that
there are great differences in the performance of individual sales
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persons. This is naturally due to the fact that there has not been
any kind of processes and tools to support the work of a given
sales person.

In this situation the manage-
ment usually sees the need to
define the processes that the
sales force should utilize. Natu-
rally a process and supporting
tools do not turn anybody into a
good sales person but they en-
able common metrics and the identification of best practices.
Having clear processes also makes it easier to employ new sales
people into the company as the ways of working have been made
visible and are clearly documented.

As soon as the processes have been defined, the sales manage-
ment is able to measure success and identify corrective actions
where the processes are not followed. If the sales results continue
to be good the management may realize that it’s no longer neces-
sary to monitor the sales force as often as they had previously
done. Having the processes in place enables a more entrepreneur-
ial approach to managing the sales force. Sales people become
more empowered again and the whole sales culture becomes en-
trepreneurial. 

This situation might sound like any managers dream. The sales
force is very dynamic and is able to produce the numbers and the
management lets them do so. When the sales force operates like
this some more experienced sales professionals begin to cut the
corners. They are not motivated to follow the processes and uti-
lize the tools (such as updating the customer data base). The man-
agement has left them alone and they are happy about the situa-
tion. This will continue only as long as the sales results are good.
As soon as the sales results become unacceptable the management
starts to ask for sales numbers again. 

Overall, it seems that management control and the need for de-
fined processes increase when the company is not doing well eco-
nomically. On the other hand, when times are good individual

Common processes and tools
do not turn anybody into a
good sales person but they en-
able common metrics and the
identification of best practices
and development ideas.
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freedom and empowerment in-
crease. Understanding this, one
should strive towards defined
processes in order to be able to
identify and share best practices
within sales. 

Implementing commonly defined processes and tools facilitates
the spreading of best practices and compensates individual perfor-
mance differences. More and more companies are looking into
identifying best practices and making sure that these practices are
spread across the organization. Having defined processes also en-
able the implementation of new ideas. Good ideas remain only
good ideas if the implementation is not done. The implementation
of value sales is much faster if common processes, definitions and
tools support it. 

Elements of operating models

In short, with initiatives to define common operating models for
sales companies strive to gain the following types of benefits:

• Provide the customer with a consistent interface to the pro-
vider organization by creating a common “company way” 

• Enhance sales force performance by conceptualizing best
practices into common ways of working

• Improve comparability and forecasting accuracy by harmoniz-
ing language and definitions

• Turn customer information of individual sales people into the
company’s customer knowledge

• Optimize sales resource allocation by defining common re-
source allocation guidelines

At best, the common operating model for sales is defined as part
of a comprehensive relationship concept. A relationship concept
defines the way the provider deals with a defined group of cus-
tomers and simply put, it answers three questions: Whom does
the provider want to work with, what is offered to the selected

Management control and the
need for defined processes are
dependent on the economic
situation of the company.
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customers and how are the customer relationships managed? Re-
lationship concept, thus, consists of the following components:

• Segmentation (with whom). Definition of the selected cus-
tomers and segmentation of the customer base.

• Offering (what). Differentiated offerings to the selected cus-
tomer segments. Offering contains products, services and in-
formation that are packaged around the core of the offering,
which represents the main reason for the customers to have a
relationship with the provider. Furthermore, the offering com-
ponents are priced according to pricing strategies.

• Operating model (how). Definition of the way the selected
customer relationships are managed. The operating model de-
scribes the different phases of the customer relationship (acqui-
sition, stabilization, enhancement) and the process with which
the relationship is managed. Part of the relationship process is
carried out by sales and is, therefore, the sales process. 

The sales process is thus only a part of the relationship concept
and the sales ought to be linked to the overall relationship process
where different parts and functions of the provider organization
are in contact with the customer. The relationship process be-
tween the customer and the provider consist of several inter-
linked processes that take place in different time frames, and that
are triggered by different types of events:

• Yearly cycle (months, quarters, seasons etc.) 
• Relationship time (acquisition phase, stabilization phase, en-

hancement phase)
• Events in the provider’s organization
• Events at the customer’s organization
• Competitors’ actions

Commonly defined processes are
sometimes criticized for being
too rigid and not allowing
enough room for local adapta-
tion. Particularly in global com-
panies that operate in multi-na-
tional, multi-cultural and multi-

The key to defining simple, yet
effective concepts in complex
organizations is to identify the
common denominators among
the different units and define
the concept for those issues.
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product environments, the key to defining effective and “imple-
mentable” concepts is to identify the common denominators
among the different units/areas and define the concept for those
issues. 

One way to approach this is to define only the critical “must
haves” of the sales process. The sales process definition can thus
include the definitions of all or some of the following items:

• Different phases of the process
• Milestones of the sales process, i.e. tasks that need to be com-

pleted at certain points in the sales process
• Information that needs to be gathered
• Required documentation
• Management decisions that need to be made 
• Resource allocation decision points 

In essence, the sales process definition can include the definitions
of the required outcomes, i.e. what needs to be achieved at certain
points of the sales process but it
does not define the way in which
things ought to be done. This
type of sale process definition
leaves room for the different
sales teams to design their actions
but it does create consistency in
harmonizing definitions and list-
ing the required contents of sales process. 

If the goal of the concept design is to harmonize individual en-
counters with customers, the definitions need to be much more
detailed. Scripting the most critical encounters of the customer re-
lationship may include defining, e.g. the goal, the content, the par-
ticipants, the preparations, the documentation and the customer’s
concerns about each individual encounter. 

An important part of defining the sales process is to define the
roles required to carry out the process and the responsibilities of
each role. Carrying out a sales process in a multinational b2b envi-

The sales process definition
can include the definitions of
required outcomes, leaving the
way thing ought to be done up
to the individual sales people
or teams.
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ronment is a collaborative effort and it requires the co-operation
of several functions. 

The more complex the sales process becomes, the more people
are involved in sales. The sales team consists of different types of
skills and roles and it is responsible for following the defined com-
pany way. Thus, it is important to understand who is responsible
for which task and how the rest of the team contributes to the
completion of a particular task. Creating a company way of man-
aging the customer relationships ensures consistent and fast im-
plementation

All processes within a company
cannot – and need not – be orga-
nized with formal organizational
structures. As a result, the organi-
zational chart does not determine
the process responsibilities and
clearly defined process roles and responsibilities are needed.

Mapping the sales process and the needed roles and their respon-
sibilities can be done with the help of the so-called ARSCI-defini-
tions:

• List the phases of the sales process 
• Define the required activities within each phase
• List the roles/positions that are needed to carry out the sales

process
• Go through process phases activity by activity and define the

ARSCI for activity and each identified role.

The following table depicts the ARSCI-definitions.

All processes need not be orga-
nized with formal organization-
al structures and hence, clearly
defined process roles and re-
sponsibilities are needed.
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Figure 4: ARSCI-notions for defining responsibilities.

Once the ARSCI responsibilities have been assigned, both the
roles and the individual activities need to be assessed and adjusted
in order to ensure that 1) there are sufficient responsibilities de-
fined for each activity and that 2) each of the roles has sufficient
responsibilities.

All in all, the scope and depth of the sales process definitions can
vary greatly between companies. Depending on goals and the re-
quired outcomes of the conceptual work, the process definitions
should start with a decision regarding the right level of detail for
the company in question.

Customer’s process as the basis for process 
definition

One can easily find ample examples of sales processes. Almost
without exceptions, the described processes start from sales leads
and end in closing the deal. In terms of the sales process flow and
sequence, the process descriptions one encounters are surprisingly
similar: The processes usually keep to the following sequence:
Generating and qualifying leads, presenting one’s solution, meet-

Letter Notion Definition

A Accountable A is responsible for the end result and the quality of activi-
ties and output. A defines the output and sets limits for the 
R or abandons suggestions made by R before implementa-
tion.

R Responsible R defines solution options and makes suggestions. R exe-
cutes actions striving to achieve the best possible results 
within the limits set by A. R is responsible for advancement 
of decisions and actions.

S Supportive S works in cooperation with R and performs tasks defined 
by R reaching for the desired output. Supports achieving 
the goals.

C To be Consulted C provides his knowledge and experience to C, R and A, he 
gives advice and delivers contacts to reach desired outputs 
and for making decisions.

I To be Informed Is informed. Gets certain, needed information in advance, 
takes it into account in his actions, but does not necessarily 
give feedback.
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ing and negotiating with the customer and closing the deal. How-
ever, depending on the authors, the descriptions highlight differ-
ent parts of the sales process as more or less important and de-
scribe the activities within each phase a bit differently. 

Common to many sales process
descriptions is that they describe
the provider’s process from an
“inside-out” perspective. What
seems to be lacking is a description of the sales process from the
customer’s perspective – what does the customer do when the pro-
vider is selling?

When defining a customer-oriented sales process, the key question
is therefore related to the customer’s process: What is the custom-
er’s process that we want to support with our sales process? De-
scribing the sales process from the customer’s perspective can be
carried out with the following steps:

• Identify sub-processes (phases) of the customer’s process.
• Identify the activities that the customer performs during each

phase.
• List the main actors on the customer’s side during each phase.
• List the main concerns of the customer during each phase.
• Identify the corresponding phases of your own process to

match the customer’s process phases.
• List the tasks for each phase taking into consideration the ac-

tors on the customer’s side and the listed customer concerns.
Describe the tasks in sufficient detail.

The customer’s process that
forms the starting point for the
sales process definition varies de-
pending on the selected sales
strategy. The following chapters
look at each of the three sales
strategies, and the corresponding customer processes against
which they ought to be matched.

The customer’s process that
forms the starting point for the
sales process definition varies
depending on the selected
sales strategy.

The customer’s process ought
to be the starting point for
sales process definition.
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Product sales supports customer’s purchasing process

In product sales, the corresponding customer’s process is the cus-
tomer’s purchasing process. In product sales, the customer is more
or less self-sufficient and has defined what it needs before it ap-
proaches the provider, e.g. in the form of an RFQ. The product
sales people’s main competence lays in matching the provider’s
process to the customer’s purchasing process and being able to
understand the customer’s challenges and concerns behind the ex-
pressed needs.

Figure 5: Simplified example of the product sales process: customer’s pur-
chasing and the provider’s sales process.

Typically, the provider starts the sales process once the request for
quotation (RFQ) is received, offers its solution, negotiates and
demonstrates the benefits of the solution and finally receives the
order. Often the product sales process starts only once the cus-
tomer has sent out the RFQs and ends when the deal is signed.
Thus, the sales efforts are focused on the customer’s articulated
needs.

One main challenge in developing product sales is to widen the
sales process from both ends. Being involved in the need specifi-
cation phase allows the provider to influence the customer’s
“specs” and to provide products to a wider spectrum of custom-
er’s concerns. Furthermore, supporting the customer in the instal-
lation and usage phase involves the sale of service and mainte-

Customer’s purchasing process

Offer Negotiate Get the deal

Specify need Send out RFQs Evaluate Choose & agree Install & use
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nance components and the proactive identification of additional
business opportunities.

Solution sales supports the customer’s usage process

In solution sales, the provider ought to strive to support – not just
the purchasing process but – a wider process of the customer.
Hence, one can look at the customer’s usage process as the corre-
sponding process to which the solution sales process needs to be
matched.

Figure 6: Simplified example of a solution sales process: customer’s usage
process and the provider’s sales process.

In solutions sales it is very important to understand how the solu-
tion will be used in the customer organization. The purchasing
process is only one part of the customer’s process and it should
not play the main role. The focus of the providers should be in
understanding how the proposed solution is going to be used
within the customer’s organization and to develop solutions that
support the usage of the provider’s solution. 

Value Sales process supports customer’s business processes

In value sales, the customer’s process that sales ought to support is
a business process. Depending on the provider’s scope of busi-
ness, the process may, for instance, be the customer’s production

Customer’s usage process

Define goals
& process

Use/run the
processPlan utilization Follow-up

Analyze the
situation Offer solution Deliver &

support
Review &

monitor usage
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process, marketing process, sales process, or competence develop-
ment process. In most cases it is important to understand how the
customer runs it business as a whole, and even understand the dy-
namics of the value chain in which the customer operates.

In value sales the provider must understand how the customer
runs its business processes and what the main drivers of each pro-
cess are. Understanding the main drivers ensure that the provider
is able to define the way it is going to create value to the customer
and help the customer in reaching its targets. 

Figure 7: Simplified example of a value sales process: customer’s business
process and the provider’s value sales process

In essence, value sales activities should enable the understanding
the customer’s chosen business process and innovating ways to
improve it together with the customer. If the sales person is able
to do this and also gets acceptance from the customer, closing the
deal is no longer a major issue. If the customer is convinced about
the benefits they will receive it will be the customer whole will be
asking the critical question: When can we start?

Differences between product, solution and value sales processes

Product, solution and value sales strategies require fundamentally
different approaches to the customer and hence, the processes dif-

Customer’s business processes

R&D Production
planning

Production
management 

& control
Production Follow-up

PRODUCTION
MARKETING

SALES

Understand the
customer

business process

Innovate process
enhancement

Quantify
business
impacts

Deliver &
implement

Verify business
impacts
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fer from each other in many aspects. The three sales processes dif-
fer from each other at least regarding the following dimensions:

• Focus of the sales process
• Required sales person profile for carrying out the process
• Level and nature of customer contacts 
• Discussion items

The processes differ greatly in terms of what the most critical
steps of the process are. In product sales process the focus is
clearly in the latter part of the process while the main focus is on
closing the deal. In solution sales, the most important part of the
process is in matching the solution to the customers needs and in
articulating its benefits to the customer. In value sales, the focus is
on the very beginning of the sales process i.e. on understanding
how the provider is able to create value for the customer. 

When defining the sales process, it’s important to emphasize the
early steps of the sales process. If sales activities are concentrated
on the sales process following the customer’s request for quota-
tion, the sales are not able to af-
fect the customer’s specifica-
tions and the provider is forced
to operate in the product sales
mode. Another important thing
to emphasize is proactivity. Cus-
tomers aren’t always able to iden-
tify the true causes for their concerns and they need the provider’s
expertise in identifying possibilities to improve their business pro-
cesses. Sales force needs to be able to take a proactive approach
and analyze the customer’s business processes in order to identify
problem areas and potential areas for improvement.

The challenge in value sales is to be able to demonstrate the ability
to innovate new ways of running the customer’s processes. There-
fore the sales force must be more experienced and educated than
in product sales. While in product sales the most critical compe-
tence is the product knowledge in value sales it is only a good
start. In value sales a sales person must be a credible consultant to
the customer. To become a credible consultant the sales person

If sales activities are focused
on the time following the cus-
tomer’s RFQ, the provider is
forced to operate in the prod-
uct sales mode.
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must understand how the customer currently is running its opera-
tions and what are the capabilities of the provider to enhance cur-
rent operations. 

The level and nature of customer contacts and the discussion
items vary greatly between the three sales strategies. Exact con-
tacts and discussion themes vary naturally case-by-case but some
generic characteristics can be listed. The following figure depicts
the nature of contacts to the customer organization and the dis-
cussion items in the three orientations.

Figure 8: Different sales strategies require different contacts and discus-
sion items with the customer 

Product sales deals most often with purchasing and logistics, and
the discussion items relate to product features and contract terms.
In solution sales, the contact base is wider and the contacts include
people from R&D, manufacturing and offering and services devel-
opment. The discussion items include discussion on installation, us-
age and maintenance, the effects on current operations and cost-

• Solution specifications
• Installation & usage
• Enhanced operations &
 current processes
• Current operating cost-structure
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structures. The focus also shifts from capital expenditures to operat-
ing expenditures.

In value sales, the contact base covers the entire customer organi-
zation and all its different functions. The discussions focus on
strategic goals and business driver and on ways to improve cus-
tomer’s business with its own customers. The purpose of discus-
sions is to identify potential areas for process innovation and to
evaluate the long-term business impacts and the effects on Eco-
nomic Value Added1 (EVA). 

The following case illustrates how a sales representative of a com-
munications infrastructure builder succeeded in acquiring a new
customer by building strong relationships to the customer’s sales
and marketing department, and creating internal demand for the
company’s offering.

CREATING CONTACTS TO MARKETING
Case: Tellabs

Background
Tellabs, headquartered in Naperville, Illinois (USA) is communications infrastructure
builder that provides innovative bandwidth management solutions to carriers around
the world. Tellabs develops and deploys solutions that provide aggregation, grooming
and business services in metro/regional networks in more than 100 countries. In 2002,
the revenues totaled $1,3 billion.

Problem
A new sales representative was assigned to establish business relationships and gain
market share in a new market. Traditionally, the sales cycles are long in emerging
markets and the results are anything but secure despite huge efforts. Tellabs was not
previously known in this market and there was existing competition. The customer
was totally new to Tellabs and there was no previous customer history.

Solution
The relationship was initiated by the sales representative by holding several days of
training to the customer’s sales and marketing staff. The sales rep mobilized other Tel-
labs resources to act as trainers in the events. The purpose of the training was to
identify new ways for Tellabs to enhance its business with the end-users – not to

1)  EVA® (Economic Value Added) is a financial performance measure developed by 
Stern Stewart & Co.
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focus on Tellabs’ offering. This resulted in creating a unique situation for Tellabs. The
internal demand created during the training affected the customer's specifications in
such a way that the other providers were not able to offer a competitive solution.

Results
The sales cycle was shorted with approx. 1,5 years and Tellabs received orders before
massive pilots. Sales during the 1st year totaled USD$5 million, US$25 million during
the 2nd year and US$20 million in the 3rd year. The relationship to the customer was
strengthened while the training served also as a way to isolate competition. 

Customer’s payback time was shortened from a regular 3 years to less than 2. The
operator’s customer’s adopted the new services in a shorter time since the customer’s
sellers had drawn out service oriented road maps. Additionally, the customer was
able to approach its own customers with a relevant offering that further enhanced
sales results. The customer has been very satisfied and committed to the cooperation.

The case has been used a best practice example within Tellabs and the approach has
been adopted by others within their competence limits.

Key learnings
• By focusing sales efforts on the customer’s customer and cooperating with the cus-

tomer allows penetration into totally new markets.
• In value sales, the sales force needs to create contacts to different departments of

the customer – not just purchasing or technical department.
• Creating an internal demand for one’s offering may be a good way to isolate com-

petition.

Source: Interview

Once the sales process phases and the most important milestones
and outcomes have been defined, the required common tools can
be defined. The tools are often the concrete embodiment of the
sales process, and by utilizing the tools the sales force carries out
the sales process. When designing tools to support the sales force,
the following two principles are good to bear in mind:

• Value to the salesperson. The tools should not be used for
mere reporting purposes but they need to provide clear bene-
fits to the sales force in order to become widely used in the or-
ganization.

• Part of the management system. In addition to the tool it-
self, the process by which it is utilized needs to be defined.
Linking tools to the company planning cycle and meeting
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practices is vital in making the tool a part of the daily work. In
addition, the usage of tools may also be linked to the remuner-
ation of the sales force.

Commonly defined tools and
process descriptions are also a
way of enhancing the under-
standing of customers and end-
users in the organization. The
sales process may include defini-
tions of milestones that require, e.g. analyzing the customer’s busi-
ness challenges, and tools may also include information fields to
be filled in that require the salesperson to spend time on gaining
more information about the customer. Encounters with the cus-
tomer can be used to systematically enhance the understanding of
the customer’s drivers, concerns and processes. The scope for col-
lecting this information is different for product, solution and value
sales. While product sales focuses on understanding the custom-
er’s purchasing process, value sales should gather information
about the customer’s business processes.

Implementing common operating models

Earlier we have discussed the benefits and importance of having
common processes for the sales force. Common processes not
only make it easier to manage the sales force but they also support
the deployment of any new strategies or operations. Defining the
processes is only the first step and a step that is relatively easy to
take. As in any change process, implementation is the hard part.

Traditionally strategies have been developed with small task forces
mainly consisting of the top management. The management has
defined what it wants from the organization and after that the de-
fined concepts have been implemented. This kind of thinking is
linear and utilized most often when changes are needed in the or-
ganization. Top-down implementation is widely used and organi-
zations are used to operating in this mode. 

Commonly defined tools and
process descriptions are also a
way of enhancing the under-
standing of customers and end-
users in the organization. 
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When new sales processes are
needed the traditional implemen-
tation as described above could
be on option to implement
them. First, a small task force de-
velops the concept and docu-
ments it into a handbook or
guideline format. Then imple-
mentation is planned and it may start with training session to the
middle management. After this the sales force is trained and after
a successful training period, the actual implementation can start.
In the implementation phase, new tools and processes are piloted
and then rolled out. Usually this kind of change process works if
the organization is used to implementing new processes, and the
management culture is top-down. However, the top-down ap-
proach often results in the so-called “not-invented-here” syn-
drome and it may take far too long before people have actually
adopted the new thinking and changed their ways of working. 

So far we have seen many processes descriptions (both good and
bad) that have been prepared by the “guys in the headquarters”.
These people are often considered “back office folks” and there-
fore they often do not possess
the adequate power or influence
to implement the processes. If
processes are only seen as “docu-
ments prepared by the headquar-
ters” nothing will happen and the
sales force continues to work as
it has in the past. Hence, the sales force or people with solid front-
line experience need to participate in the process definition work
right from the beginning. Their input is mandatory to make the
sales processes realistic and hence, more easily implementable.

Since the linear, top-down approach isn’t applicable in several situ-
ations, many companies are taking up value sales processes as a
part of strategy implementation. In that approach, conceptual
work, sales processes and tools development and training need to
go hand in hand with each other. Implementation happens gradu-
ally and the results are documented into a handbook format dur-

People from the sales force or
people with solid front-line ex-
perience need to participate in
the process definition work
right from the beginning.

The top-down approach often
results in the so-called “not-in-
vented-here” syndrome and it
may take far too long before
people have actually adopted
the new thinking and changed
their ways of working.
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ing the process. This kind of process can be successful only if the
management supports its in all situations. Training of the middle
and the sales management acts as information gathering for the
handbook (documentation of the processes). Training is not only
traditional lecturing but also working towards identifying a com-
mon process and defining needed actions. 

The top down methodology can be valid in product sales and in
situations where it is important to push the product to the market.
In value sales, it is important to let the sales force participate in
the sales process definition. The change from product to solution
to value sales is so dramatic that the implementation becomes
considerably easier if the sales force participates in the sales pro-
cess definition by e.g. attending the workshops. The process defi-
nition workshops also act as training for the sales force. 

To support the training, the sales processes need to be document-
ed in a handbook format. The handbook should depict how the
processes are run and how the supporting tools ought to be uti-
lized. The handbook and tools can be available on the company
intranet or in some other common information systems. 

Since value sales involves a large number of the company’s re-
sources and it requires close cooperation between the provider
and the customer, it is important to define the processes in such a
way that the company’s strategy is supported. When the value
sales process is defined as a part of the strategy implementation
process, the follow-up of the results become a natural part of the
management system. Earlier product sales processes were discon-
nected from strategy implementation and therefore monitoring
the success was difficult. Now that the value sales process be-
comes an integral part of strategy
implementation it is easier to
motivate the sales force to re-
port on the success and monitor
the development. 

The development and implemen-
tation of common sales concepts and tools require a clear assign-
ment of responsibility in the organization. To support the imple-

The development and imple-
mentation of common sales
concepts and tools require a
clear assignment of responsi-
bility in the organization.
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mentation and to monitor the success, a concept or a program
manager role should be nominated. This program manager could
be the project manager for the development and implementation
phases, and he or she could make sure that value sale process is
implemented and the selected strategy followed. 

A concept manager owns the concepts and is responsible for
managing, developing and updating the processes and tools. In
addition, the concept manager’s role is to identify and codify best
practices of the organization and integrate them into the com-
monly defined processes.

The concept manager is also responsible for monitoring the im-
plementation. The follow-up needs to cover both the progress of
the implementation as well as the business impacts of the new
concepts. In addition, the concept manager is to identify and com-
municate the so-called “early wins” to the rest of the organization.
Finally, the concept manager makes sure that concept manage-
ment issues are on the agenda of management meetings where de-
cisions concerning the further development of common operating
models can be made. 

Support systems as tools for implementing the new processes

Organizational efficiency and learning can be improved with the
help of support systems and tools. The role of the tools and sys-
tems is traditionally to create a media for storing and distributing
information. But, the support systems or tools should also been
seen as common workspaces where information can be edited.
These common workspaces form one of the key enablers when
implementing new processes or new ways of doing things.

At its simplest, a common workspace can be an Excel sheet or
even a flip chart. Making the organization use a common work-
space in order to catalyze the adoption of new ideas and to en-
hance organizational learning can support the adoption of new
processes. 
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A simple example of this may be a situation where the sales direc-
tor wants his/her team to better understand the decision-making
process of the customer in order to increase the hit rate of the
sales efforts. The sales director wishes that all sales people should
analyze the decision-making process of their customers. Conse-
quently, the sales prospect follow-up system can be modified in
such a way that when a sales person wants to show progress in a
sales project (i.e. move the project to the next phase in the sales
process), he or she has to describe the customer’s decision-making
process. Hence, the prospect follow-up system can create a com-
mon workspace where every-
body has to edit information in
order to show progress in the
sales project.

A common workspace has an-
other beneficial dimension, and
this is where the word “com-
mon” comes in. As long as the knowledge about a customer is
only stored either in the head of a sales person or on the hard
drive of his or her PC, there is little an organization can learn from
this knowledge. Thus, the organizations should encourage creating
common workspaces that support the implementation of new
ways of doing things and that support the sharing of tacit knowl-
edge within the company. The support systems enable the new
improved processes to faster become part of business as usual. 

Succeeding in support system implementation

When building common workspaces, sales support systems or IT
systems, it should be kept in mind that there are several difficulties
in setting up a system. According to Gartner, 65 % of the CRM
system2 implementations are reported as failures. Reasons may

2)  CRM systems refer to Sales Force automation, Marketing automation, Customer 
service and support systems and Partner relationship management systems. The 
customer database can be included either within one or several of the above listed 
systems, as a separate database, or as a part of another system.

Companies should create com-
mon workspaces that support
the implementation of new
ways of doing things and the
sharing of tacit knowledge
within the company.
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naturally differ greatly from one company to another, but most
failures are attributable to one of the three main problems. 

• The system does not solve organizational/management
challenges. The biggest problems in implementing CRM sys-
tems are often due to a lack of clear relationship strategies that
ought to guide the CRM system definitions and implementa-
tion. The customers only seldom have a common view of the
objectives reached and processes to be implemented with help
of the system. Lack of clear and common objectives for the
system easily creates “nice-to-have” features during the devel-
opment process resulting in longer implementation time. Lack
of clear strategic objectives means often also lack of commit-
ment from the management leading to “never-ending”
projects. 

• Misunderstandings between the buyer and the seller. Too
often, the system vendors are trying to sell their products at
any price leading to cut-downs on the features. On the other
hand the salespeople often sell “promise-ware”, the not-yet-
existing next version, which will lead to tremendous challenges
when putting the system together. The benefits of the system
are not as big as expected, and expectations for increased reve-
nues are often emphasized more during the sales process than
the decreased costs.

• Implementation process is often more difficult than ex-
pected. The implementation of a sales support system con-
sists of two levels, which are just as important for a successful
implementation. The first level is the technical implementation
of the system, which refers to putting the capabilities in place.
The system does not work properly before it is properly inte-
grated to all the other systems it is supposed to be linked to.
The second level is the “human” implementation of the sys-
tem, i.e. getting the users to use the system. If there are neither
incentives nor motivational drivers for the users to use the sys-
tem, the system will simply not be used.

The implementation projects might also be killed due to severely
exceeding the budget. Sometimes, when the implementation
projects are very long, the “world changes” during the implemen-
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tation and the defined process and tools are already outdated
when they are finally implemented.

All in all, the length of the implementation phase of a CRM sys-
tem depends on the scope of the system and the level of required
integration. In general, the implementation phase can take any-
thing from 3 to 18 months. 

According to a US study, the technical integration of two different
systems costs on average approximately $70,000. As the number
of systems to be integrated increases, so do the costs. The integra-
tion of two separate systems involves one link, the integration of
three involves three links, the integration of four, six links, the in-
tegration of five systems 10 links and so on. The optimal solution
can most often be found somewhere between a stand-alone solu-
tion and a fully integrated system. The more standardized the sys-
tems are, the easier the integration. 

Training of the sales force is a vi-
tal part of the “human implemen-
tation”. The training needed var-
ies a lot depending on the scope
of the system and on the basic IT
skills of the system users. Train-
ing is not a one-time effort; the
knowledge level of the users needs to be maintained when new
people are hired, the company's processes or organizations are
changed or when the system is updated with new features. 

Training is just one way of informing the users of the system and
its various features and benefits. What’s more important is to get
the people to really utilize the system. The usage of a support sys-
tem can be looked at from two dimensions: 1) number of users i.e.
getting the users to utilize the system and 2) scope of usage i.e.
getting the users to utilize the systems at the desired scope/level 

Training is just one way of in-
forming the users of the sys-
tem and its various features
and benefits – what’s more im-
portant is to get the people to
really utilize the system.
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Figure 9: Two dimensions of sales support systems usage.

Motivating the sales force to both utilize the system and to utilize
it at a desired level requires both “sticks and carrots”. First of all,
the system and tools in it need
to benefit the sales force in suc-
ceeding in their own work. In
addition, the upward reporting
systems should create a need for
the sales force to utilize the sys-
tem. In essence, this means that the information put in the sys-
tems should be used for managing the business, not just for in-
forming the management.

As a conclusion, the issues to consider when planning a CRM sys-
tem implementation could be summarized as follows:

• Support for strategy. The sales support systems should not
create the relationship or sales strategy but rather support it
meaning that the should be clearly defined before starting to
develop CRM system

• Part of daily business. In the business-to-business environ-
ment, the sales system should be one of the backbones of a
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The information put in the sys-
tems should be used for man-
aging the business, not just for
informing the management.
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CRM system, otherwise the system will not be “part of the
daily business”

• Degree of customization. The functionality is no longer the
primary competitive edge of the system vendors. Most of the
vendors are capable of delivering a full range of CRM systems.
The differences between vendors are mostly related to how
much a vendor’s standard system needs to be customized a in
order to make it work in a specific business and technical envi-
ronment

• “Stick & carrots”. A key success factor in ensuring the usage
of a sales support system is to include both sticks and carrots
for the users. A successful system needs to be integrated to the
management system of the business in order to ensure the us-
age of it. In addition, a successful sales support system makes
the users’ work easier.

• Step-by-step approach. As the buyers of sales support sys-
tems know more precisely what they want, compared to the
situation a couple of years ago, the system investments are in-
creasingly made in smaller increments and the larger systems
are built out of building blocks.

Summary & self-assessment

Depending on the business situation, companies’ sales cultures
seem to evolve according to two dimensions: 1) the extent to
which common processes are used and 2) the degree of centraliza-
tion of the management model. Increasingly many companies are
turning to commonly defined processes, definitions and tools to
speed up the implementation of new sales strategies in the cus-
tomer interface.

Sales process ought to be defined to match the customer’s process
and in value sales, the corresponding customer’s process is one or
several of the business processes of the customer. Whereas the
main anxiety in selling products is often encountered in closing
the sales at the end of the sales process, the toughest part of the
value sales process is the beginning. The value sales process starts
with an analysis of customer’s business challenges and the identifi-
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cation of actions and operating models to improve the customer’s
business.

Shifting to value sales strategy is a big change for the sales organi-
zation and increasingly many companies are involving the sales
people in the sales process and tools definition in order to speed
up the implementation. The implementation of new sales strate-
gies also requires a clear assignment of responsibility. Further-
more, sales support systems should support the implementation
of the new sales strategy, provide relevant tools for the sales force
and enable efficient sales management.

The statements below can be used to make a quick assessment of
how well developed the sales function is in your own organization.
If you agree with the majority of statements, the sales function is
probably rather well developed. If “no” is the most common an-
swer, you might find it helpful to turn back a few pages in the
chapter and re-read the parts that seem to need further develop-
ment. If you are currently developing the sales practices in your
organization, you are probably on the right track and this book
might be of use in helping to stay on course.

Statement Yes No Under
development

The sales process has been defined to support the 
customer’s value creation process

The sales process is being used as defined throughout 
the sales function

The defined sales process helps creating more business

Our contacts with the customer cover all necessary 
organization levels

Our contacts to the different levels in the customer's or-
ganization are managed and coordinated systematically

Acting according to the defined sales process is followed 
up on organizational level

Acting according to the defined sales process is followed 
up on individual level

Internal best practices are used systematically as input for 
the sales process development

There is a sales support system (IT) that supports acting 
according to the sales process
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4 New Competences for Value 
Sales

Carrying out value sales is fundamentally different from product
and solution sales in terms of required competences and skills. In
value sales, one of the main tasks of the sales force is to identify
and innovate the most potential
forms of cooperation between
the two companies in terms of
business impacts. In product and
solution sales that task is mainly
carried out by other functions
and the role of sales is to sell the predefined offerings. In other
words, the main challenge in value sales relates not so much to how
something should be sold but to what should be sold.

Sales managers often complain that one of the main obstacles in
implementing new strategies and in moving from product sales to
solution and value sales is the mindset and competence profile of
the sales force. Some managers even say that having “the wrong
people” is the biggest problem in trying to improve the sales re-
sults.

The main new competence areas that come to play in value sales
are the following:

The main challenge in value
sales relates not so much to
how something should be sold
but to what should be sold.
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• Understanding of the value chain dynamics
• In-depth understanding of the customer’s business issues
• Solid understanding of own and partner capabilities
• Proactive identification of opportunities for customer process

innovation
• Mobilizing the own organization
• Quantifying the business impacts of the cooperation to the

customer 

This chapter will take a closer look at the first five competence ar-
eas. Business impact quantification is one of the cornerstones of
value sales and hence, it’s been granted its own chapter.

Understand and restructure the value chain

Value sales requires a wide outlook into the customer’s industry
and business drivers. The sales force needs to understand not only
the business drivers of a particular customer but also the business
environment in which the customer is operating. The most impor-
tant areas of industry and value chain understanding can be
summed up as follows:

• Overall industry understanding
• Customer’s position in the industry
• Provider’s own position in the industry
• Changes affecting the industry

In a traditional value chain, players are trying to sell their end prod-
ucts to the next player. The whole system is steered by increasing
demands for productivity and efficiency. In theory this will result in
lower prices. One could almost say that deflatory price erosion has
become one of the biggest threats for any company. 

While trying to compensate for the eroding product prices many
companies have looked into developing add-on services for their
products. These services have become integral parts of the total
offering, adding value to the whole product. In many cases these
services are geared towards solving the customer’s problems and
the objective has been to differentiate the offering from the com-
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petition. Now that differentiation has become increasingly diffi-
cult, new approaches for adding value to the offering need to be
considered. 

One way of getting information about changes in end-user de-
mand faster is to partner with selected customers. The partnering
must be beneficial to both parties and therefore must be based on
a shared vision. The company must understand the business pro-
cesses and value/cost drivers of its customers in order to be able
to provide added value to the relationship. 

Usually the value and cost drivers of one’s customers are directly
linked to their business processes. Being further away in the value
chain puts tremendous pressure on the sales force not only to un-
derstand their customers’ business but also to understand the cus-
tomer’s customers. Therefore, companies must invest in under-
standing the whole value chain as such but especially in analyzing
how their customers could become more competitive in their ef-
fort of servicing the next layer in the value chain. Understanding
the customers’ customers gives valuable input to both offering
planning and quantification of the financial benefits of the offer-
ing to the customer.

Also business intelligence and various market studies have an im-
portant role in enhancing the provider’s knowledge about the val-
ue chain. Sales managers and sales teams develop understanding
of specific customers, but the business intelligence function
should provide the teams with market level and value chain under-
standing. Regular reporting on specific industries and customers,
geographic markets, future trends, substitutes etc. supports the
understanding of the big picture and the necessary details about
the value chain.

Understand the drivers of the customer’s 
business

For many years top management and sales representatives have
talked about “customer orientation”, “listening to customers”,
“customers in focus”, etc. However, this approach has mostly
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been based on customers seen as target groups for our “product
fire”. Listening to the customer has been done with a hidden mo-
tive in order to detect places where the provider can sell more
products. There is nothing wrong with that approach as long as
the goal is to carry out the product or solution sales strategy. 

The prerequisite for selling value
and business impacts to the cus-
tomer is an in-depth understand-
ing of the customer’s business.
Sounds easy – and self-evident –
but is difficult to genuinely
achieve in practice. Many sales managers complain that the sales
force is too focused on the own offering and lack a comprehen-
sive understanding of the customers and their future business
challenges. To understand the customers’ purchasing process and
the decision makers has become a hygiene factor – it is mandatory
but clearly not at all enough. What is needed is a systematic and
deeper customer knowledge generation.

For the purposes of value sales, the sales force ought to have at
least some kind of understanding regarding the following custom-
er related issues:

Customer’s future vision, goals and strategy. Understanding
customer’s long-term targets and strategies is essential when plan-
ning for value sales customer relationships. Customer’s future vi-
sions, position on the market and in the value chain, and sources
of competitive advantage should be evaluated against the provid-
er’s own long-term strategies to see if the two companies are plan-
ning on growing into the “same direction”. An important aspect
here is to understand the provider’s role to the customer, and the
possibilities to increase the pro-
vider’s importance in the future. 

The time frame of value sales is
considerably longer than in prod-
uct or solution sales both in
terms of the time-span of the
sales process and the duration of the business impacts. Conse-

The time frame of value sales
is considerably longer both in
terms of the time-span of the
sales process and the duration
of the business impacts. 

Gaining an in-depth under-
standing of the customer’s busi-
ness sounds easy but is often
difficult to achieve in practice.
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quently, the understanding of customer’s short-term targets needs
to be complemented with long-term perspective. Analyzing the
future prospects of the customer relates also to evaluating the fu-
ture potential of the customer. The importance of evaluating the
value of the relationship (and potential as a part of total value) is
further discussed in the chapter on sales investments.

Customer’s business functions and processes. Value sales re-
quires a thorough understanding of the business processes of the
customer. Understanding the goals and challenges of the different
functions, and the current activities carried out in each is the start-
ing point for identifying possibilities for the provider to support
the customer’s business. Value sales often requires the sales force to
widen the perspective to the customer organization and look out-
side the functions that are directly related to the provider’s industry.
For instance, a network infrastructure provider ought to analyze –
not only the customer’s network operations – but also business de-
velopment, finance, marketing and customer care in order to inno-
vate new operating models through which to improve the custom-
er’s business results. 

Organization and decision making processes. As described
earlier, value sales requires complex contact patterns between the
provider and the customer organizations. Identifying the required
contacts at different functions of the organization requires an un-
derstanding of not only the formal organizational structures but
also the informal power structures of the customer organization.
Once one has identified the right contact people, the sales person
ought to figure out the person’s role in the decision-making pro-
cess, personal management and decision-making style and the per-
son’s attitude towards the provider. This type of customer profil-
ing as such is not very new, but with the complex contact patterns
required in value sales, the profiling ought to be carried out in a
far more systematic manner.

Understanding the role and the decision making style of the nego-
tiating counterparts can give valuable input to planning and exe-
cuting customer contacts. The content of the meetings and the
communication can be tailored towards each individual based on
the knowledge that the provider has. The sales literature depicts
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several roles related to the decision-making process. These roles
determine the person’s role in relation to the investment that
needs to be done. No matter which sales strategy is in use, the
same roles can be applied to all of them. One of the most quoted
buyer role definitions are those presented by Heiman, et al.,
(1998). These four roles are technical buyer, user buyer, economic
buyer and coach. In a value sales situation the role of the econom-
ic buyer as a counterpart and decision maker is clearly underlined.

Besides these four roles one could identify additional roles, which
are also important especially in value sales. Such roles include a fi-
nancial expert (who is able to understand and present the financial
implications of the proposal at hand) and business development
(able to understand the proposed process innovations). Based on
all the analyses, the provider should be able to take appropriate ac-
tions with each contact person. 

Financial situation and key performance indicators. Under-
standing the customer’s financial situation is essential in identify-
ing and evaluating the possibilities for cooperation between the
two companies. One way to utilize the financial information is to
take customer’s key performance indicators as the starting point
for innovating new ways of cooperation. For instance, let’s say that
the customer’s main focus area of a given time period is to in-
crease the return on capital employed (ROCE). The provider may
focus on analyzing the customer’s income statement and balance
sheet items and identify actions that help the customer to achieve
the desired ROCE increase. 

Financial understanding is also important in terms of putting to-
gether a relevant offering to the customer. Value sales offering of-
ten includes various types of financial arrangements between the
provider and the customer, and identifying the applicable ones
calls for a good grip of the financials of the customer organiza-
tion.

Furthermore, value sales is about selling value i.e. selling business
impacts to the customer. Hence, selling is largely about being able
to calculate the business impacts of the cooperation to the cus-
tomer. That requires a solid understanding of the customer’s reve-
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nue streams, cost structure and balance sheet. Value quantification
has such a pivotal role in value sales that it’s discussed more thor-
oughly in the next chapter.

Nature of the relationship. An additional element to the needed
knowledge is the customer’s attitude towards the provider both as
an organization and as individu-
als. In addition to requiring con-
siderable investments in sales
from the provider, value sales re-
quires a lot from the customer.
Sharing strategic plans, engaging
people from different functions
and organizational levels, spending time and money on current
state analysis and problem identification, and innovating and ex-
ploring new types of business models are all costly investments for
the customer and hence, necessitate an expectation of future re-
turns greater than the needed investments. If the customer is not
willing to engage in such a close and open relationship with the
provider, the value sales is not a suitable sales strategy. 

The willingness of the customer is dependent on many factors
among others provider’s image, past experiences with the provid-
er, customer’s supplier strategy, and customer’s relationship with
other providers. In addition, the market situation and the custom-
er’s position on the market both affect the customer’s willingness
to enter into a strong relationship with a provider. Strong market
leaders often exercise a multi-supplier strategy with an arms-
length attitude towards most suppliers whereas the “number
two’s” or the challengers may find it attractive to work closely with
a provider in order to innovate ways to differentiate from the
competitors and to gain competitive advantage on the market.

The customer organization’s attitude towards the provider is a
company-level issue. In addition to the company’s approach to the
provider, the sales force needs to understand the attitudes of indi-
viduals within the customer organization. The customer counter-
parts’ attitudes may vary a great deal, and they can be positive, neu-
tral or even downright negative towards working with a certain
provider. Understanding the attitudes of different individuals helps

In addition to requiring consid-
erable investments from the
provider, value sales requires a
lot of efforts from the customer
as well.
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in focusing the right messages to the right persons, and in identify-
ing the people that need to be convinced, engaged or even avoided
during the sales process.

Customer’s customers (i.e.
end-users). Value seller’s focus
ought to be in growing the size
of the customer’s wallet i.e. inno-
vating new ways for generating
revenues for the customer. This
requires an in-depth understanding of the customer’s customer
base and the customer’s strategies for different end-user segments. 

The most important issues of the customer’s end-user strategy re-
late to following types of questions: Which end-user segments is
the customer targeting? What are the goals for each segment (mar-
ket share growth, customer share growth, increase of customer
profitability etc.)? What differentiates the customer from the com-
petition in the eyes of end-users? What is the position of the com-
petitors in each of the end-user segments? The main role of the
provider should be to help the customer succeed in its relation-
ships with its customers and hence, the value seller needs to un-
derstand how the customer is currently generating revenues,
where it’s incurring costs, and where the capital is currently tied to.
Understanding these helps to identify how the revenues can be in-
creased, the costs decreased and the tied-up capital lowered.

It is surprising how few systematic approaches and tools there are
for analyzing customers compared to all the methods and tools
developed to increase the efficiency of internal processes. In prac-
tice, information about the customers can come from four differ-
ent sources: 1) directly from customers, 2) market studies and
business intelligence, 3) information systems and databases, and 4)
personnel of the provider. Hence, creating comprehensive knowl-
edge of the customers and their challenges requires a systematic
management of various information sources and analyses of com-
plementary information components.

Value seller’s focus ought to be
in growing the size of the cus-
tomer’s wallet i.e. innovating
new ways for generating reve-
nues for the customer.
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In order to understand how way value is created at the customer’s
organization the sales organization should invest in acquiring and
using of customer data. Usually customer data is seen as an IT-is-
sue and business management is not willing to spend time in mod-
eling it. This attitude should be changed and customer knowledge
management should become an integral part of business manage-
ment.

Traditionally the IT-organization has been responsible for gather-
ing, storing and updating of customer information. The data con-
tent has been dictated by the system in use and usually the content
has not been relevant for management purposes. Reports have
been restricted to sales volumes. 

In order to get the management involved in customer knowledge
management one should start a dialog with them. Management
should be able to tell the questions where they would like to get
answers to run their businesses more effectively and to be able to
provide more value to their customers. Based on these questions
the structure for gathering customer knowledge should be built. 

There is a limit on how much customer knowledge one can ac-
quire. Businesses are very complex and usually the provider’s solu-
tion represents only a narrow part of the whole business. Setting
limitations for customer knowledge is critical for business success.
If too much information is gathered the sales force is both not
motivated to collect it or to use it. If too little is collected the ex-
pected value cannot be delivered.

What ever the content for customer knowledge is one has to make
sure that the sales force is motivated in collecting, storing and us-
ing it. The collection and storing should be a natural part of the
sales force business process and it should not be viewed as “re-
porting”. The system itself should provide value to the users and
the users should be able to learn the system without heavy invest-
ments into training. Using the system should support the sales
process and provide value to the sales force. Such value could
consist of better management of sales project and contacts and
should result in better sales results. 
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Innovate solutions by combining own and partner 
capabilities 

Proposing solutions and innovating value to customers requires a
sound understanding of the customer’s business and a broad un-
derstanding of the available of-
fering of the own organization.
In addition, the sales force needs
to understand the offering of
eventual partners and how the
own offering and partner offer-
ings can be combined in a profit-
able and value creating way for
the customer. In large organizations with a broad and complex
overall offering, this implies a great challenge to the sales function.

The following case illustrates how a distributor of office and tech-
nology products has ensured that its account managers have a suf-
ficient understanding of the company’s capabilities and offering
components.

UNDERSTANDING OF OWN CAPABILITIES
Case: Boise Office Solutions

Background
Boise Office Solutions is a distributor of office and technology products, office furni-
ture, and paper with annual sales of $3.5 billion. Boise employs 24,000 people around
the world and ranks 254 in the FORTUNE 500. Additionally Boise received Gartner
Inc.’s inaugural CRM Excellence Award in 2001.

Problem
Boise’s offering compasses a wide spectrum of products and services and the in order
to be able to package it in an optimal way for the customer, the sales people need a
solid understanding of the offering components. Boise’s National Account Managers
(NAMs) work alone so it is also important to develop and maintain a solid information
network within the company.

Solution
The NAMs spend one day every quarter in senior executive briefings. In addition, the
NAMs receive 10 days of training per year to hear presentations from different spe-
cialists within Boise. This ensures that NAMs get the basics of “everything” concern-
ing Boise and it’s product portfolio.

In large organizations with a
broad and complex overall of-
fering, gaining an in-depth
knowledge about the own and
partner offerings is a great
challenge to the sales function. 
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Results
Key customers benefit from the best possible capabilities of Boise since NAM’s are
able to utilize the whole range of Boise’s offering. The customer gets all decisions
directly from the NAM, since the NAM has direct contact to the executives.

Key learning points
• Empower key sales persons and prioritize executive support for them. 
• Sales needs a thorough understanding of the company’s offering.
• Trained personell are a valuable asset to a company and training of the key persons

should not be cut in tough times.

Source: Source: Meeting with Boise Office Solutions, 2002 

For value sales traditional sales competences are not enough. In
selling value it is not enough to communicate the product, service
and solution benefits to the cus-
tomer – the value for the cus-
tomer has to be created to a large
extent by the sales function by in-
novating improvements to the
customer’s business process. This
requires new types of compe-
tences such as e.g. more general management, functional expertise
and finance capabilities. Very seldom can all the different neces-
sary competences be found in a single person. For this reason
multifunctional sales teams incorporating the necessary spectrum
of different competences are best suited to carry out the value
sales process. Another way for increasing the capabilities of the
sales force is to find persons with experience in the customers’
business. 

When moving from product sales to a solution and value sales, it
is fairly common that companies replace a significant part of the
sales force with individuals with a customer industry, general man-
agement, business development or finance background. 

In the modern networked economy it is becoming increasingly
typical, that companies strive towards a more important and prof-
itable role in the value chain by transforming to providers of solu-
tions and value, instead of only being producers of a certain range of

Multifunctional sales teams in-
corporating the necessary spec-
trum of different competences
are best suited to carry out the
value sales process.
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products and services. Compa-
nies strive towards a strategic
position, where they are able to
orchestrate a network of product
and service suppliers, which to-
gether deliver the specified solu-
tion to the customer. 

Using partners’ products and services as part of the total solution
requires precise and open planning about the sharing of responsi-
bilities and returns. Developing a well working co-operation needs
a continuous dialogue and concrete improvement actions with
milestones and close follow-up. Both parties in the co-operation
need to earn a fair share, otherwise the co-operation is not going
to last. Creating a broad base for the co-operation in both organi-
zations requires frequent information exchange about latest
achievements and new opportunities for joint value creation.

The following case illustrates how a trading company has based its
entire business on leveraging the assets of its supplier network.

LEVERAGING PARTNER ASSETS
Case: Li & Fung

Background
Hong-Kong based Li & Fung (Trading) Ltd, established in 1906, is a global trading
group managing the supply chain for high-volume, time-sensitive consumer goods.
Garments make up a large part of the business which also covers the sourcing of
hardgoods such as fashion accessories, furnishings, gifts, handicrafts, home products,
promotional merchandise, toys, sporting goods and travel goods.

Problem
For decades, Li & Fung acted as a broker between Asian manufacturers and overseas
merchants for transactions involving apparel. By mid-1970s the companies margins
were under pressure – brokerage fees were being squeezed as the buyers and manu-
facturers started increasingly deal with each other directly.

Solution
Li & Fung decided to change its strategy. Instead of connecting just two layers of the
value chain, Li & Fung became an “orchestrator” of a process network connecting and
coordinating many different links in the chain. Li & Fung doesn’t own any production
facilities – instead it manages a large number of quality-conscious, cost-effective pro-

Companies strive towards a
position, where they are able
to orchestrate a network of
suppliers, which together de-
liver the specified solution to
the customer.
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ducers who can deliver to a deadline. Li & Fung provides apparel designers and retail-
ers (e.g. Levi Strauss, Laura Ashley, Abercrombie & Fitch) with a flexible Total Value-
Added Package – from product design and development, through raw material and
factory sourcing, production planning and management, quality assurance and export
documentation to shipping consolidation – where the different phases are carried out
by the suppliers in the network. 

To manage the entire network of suppliers has required Li & Fung to have detailed
information on the suppliers performance, divide the manufacturing process into fine
segments and to have the suppliers focus on a narrower set of activities. In addition,
Li & Fung has needed to develop a solid understanding of customer’s business needs
and to build long-standing relationships with apparel designers & retailers

Results
The company doubled its revenue to $3.2 billion from 1996-2000 while at the same
time delivering return on equity of more than 30 %. Company operates with very lim-
ited fixed assets (book value 5 % of revenue), debt-to-equity ration 0.05 and sales per
employee of more than $1 million.

To customes, Li & Fung has been able to deliver the following benefits: tailored pro-
cess to meet the needs, best combinations from the process network and a flexible
process that can be easily adapted. To the suppliers, the benefits have been the fol-
lowing: Steady business, benchmarking across the network, monitoring performance
& changing combinations and understanding the relative value of the suppliers’
assets.

Key learning points
• Leveraging the assets of a partner network.
• In-depth understanding of customers business needs and the supplier network’s

capabilities as the core competence. 
• Becoming the prime mover of a value network. 

Source: Harvard Business Review (October 2002) and Li & Fung website

Identify opportunities for customer process 
innovation

Value sales is proactive by nature. Hence, the sales force needs the
ability to identify opportunities for future co-operation and value
creation with the customer. In general, there are two methods for
proactively identifying value sales opportunities: 1) Analyzing cus-
tomer situations and 2) customer process innovation. In the fol-
lowing chapters, we will describe both of these.
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Analyze customer’s situations

An effective way of identifying opportunities is to analyze the
customer’s business environment and to identify situations that
trigger customers’ interest in
certain issues. The understand-
ing of these situations can then
serve as the base for value sales,
offering development and cus-
tomer knowledge management.
Customers naturally differ from
one another, but they often seem to enter quite similar situations
even in different industries.

Figure 10: Examples of customer situations on several levels.

• Individual situations. People are mostly affected by their
own personal situation they experience in the customer’s orga-
nization. These situations are often closely connected to their
role in the organization and changes appearing in the compa-
ny. In addition to that, the situation can be related to personal
goals, private life or professional development in general, such
as promotion. A good salesman senses these and he helps
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Customers naturally differ from
one another, but they often
seem to enter quite similar situ-
ations even in different indus-
tries. 
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both the professional role of the customer and the customer’s
personal motives.

• Functional situations. Individuals are strongly affected by
the situations of the function in which they work. Functional
situations are related to changes in the customer’s organiza-
tion, introduction of new metrics, new business innovation,
new products or introduction of new tools or processes. Pro-
viders should understand the implication of such changes and
analyze possibilities for value creation. Functional situations
happen with an ever-increasing speed of change. They are usu-
ally very irregular and few are those organizations that live in
very stable circumstances. 

• Company situations. The company can experience a wide
range of situations that all might have an impact on the provid-
er’s ability to deliver value. The management might change, or
reorganization might change the competitive field. New func-
tions or companies could be merged or the customer might be
listed to the stock market. One of the most traditional compa-
ny situations occurs when a new strategy is launched. New situ-
ations affecting the company in turn naturally affect the situa-
tions of their functions. The logical connection is obvious.

• Industry/cluster situation. These situations are also re-
ferred to as market situations. Many companies already have
processes in place to monitor and react to them. A new mar-
ket situation occurs when a new competitor enters the market
or if a new technology makes old solutions cumbersome or
expensive. Market situations also include sudden changes in
demand or resource supply. These situations could result in
structural changes such as globalization, consolidation or net-
working. 

• Society situation. Lately, society has experienced situations
that have had tremendous effects on the way companies oper-
ate. Technological development, changes in legislation and
economic fluctuation all can have severe and fast effects on
companies that are not prepared to meet them. In some cases,
even public opinions, trends and fashion can effect the com-
petitive environment.
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A concrete way to identify relevant customer situations is to ana-
lyze past successful sales deals. One should find out which kind of
situations at the customer were the triggers for the completed
sales and how the offering benefited the customer in the identified
situations.

Innovate ways to change the customer’s process 

Customer process innovation refers to a thorough analysis of the
selected business process of the customer in order to identify ways
in which to improve it or to re-
place it with a totally new kind of
process. This requires a good un-
derstanding of the customer’s
customer as well as the ways in
which the customer strives to
create value for its own custom-
ers. The product sales oriented
sales team focuses on enhancing
the company’s internal processes to provide more value to the
customer. The solution sales mode focuses more on creating solu-
tions from customer’s process perspective. The value sales orient-
ed sales organization needs to focus on innovating new ways to
improve customers’ business processes and thus improving cus-
tomers’ business results. 

Furthermore, the sales force needs an in-depth understanding of
not only the customers’ and the customers’ customers’ processes
but also the capabilities of their own and partner organizations, as
discussed in the previous chapter. 

In value sales the provider takes his own angle of expertise when
analyzing the customer’s business process. The provider strives to
understand the goals of the customer and the challenges, eventual
bottlenecks or inefficiencies that the customer might be struggling
with. An open discussion and sharing of ideas between the pro-
vider and customer is essential for the value sales process. The
proposed new solution at best increases the customer’s revenue
stream by e.g. strengthening the brand, or by making the custom-

Customer process innovation
refers to a thorough analysis of
the customer’s business pro-
cesses in order to identify
ways in which to improve it or
ways in which to replace it
with a totally new kind of a
process.
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er’s own customer acquisition process more effective. In the most
typical cases the proposed enhanced customer process lowers op-
erating expenses, either by decreasing fixed or variable costs or by
reducing working capital requirements

Figure 11: Value sales orientation focuses on analyzing the customer’s
process with its customers in order to identify ways to improve the cus-
tomer’s business process.

At the early stage of the value sales process the provider takes pro-
actively the first step and proposes to the customer a new solution
or processes, which the customer perhaps hasn’t even been able to
think of. The sales cycle, the time from presenting the new oppor-
tunity to fulfilling the actual sales, is typically rather long for this
approach compared to traditional product sales, but on the other
hand the value created for both the customer and the provider is
likely to be substantial, compared to the traditional product sales
approach.

The following case illustrates how an IT services provider has
managed to change its entire business logic by innovating a new
way for its customer’s to manage their information technology in-
frastructure.

Product sales
Products to Customer Needs

End user’s process

Customer’s process

Value sales
Customer Process Improvement

Solution sales
Solutions to Customer Concerns

Provider’s process

End user’s process

Customer’s process

Provider’s process

End user’s process

Customer’s process

Provider’s process
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RE-DESIGNING CUSTOMER’S IT PROCESSES
Case: Fujitsu

Background
Fujitsu Services Oy is the Finnish subsidiary of the world’s third largest IT-services
and product solutions provider Fujitsu. Fujitsu Services has a turnover of $300 million
consisting of revenues from two business units: Solutions-unit focuses on Internet
solutions and enterprise software, and Services-unit is focused on IT infrastructure
services.

Problem
In the past, Fujitsu focused on IT product sales and maintenance services. As custom-
ers started to downsize and save on IT investments, it was quickly realized that sales
were not increasing and margins were coming down. 

Solution
A new IT-service concept called Provia – an IT infrastructure outsourcing service –
was introduced. The idea of the concept is that the customer turns the responsibility
of its IT infrastructure over to Fujitsu who then takes care of the acquisition, operation
and development of the infrastructure for a fixed monthly fee per user. The service is
designed in cooperation with each customer to make the system fit the customer’s
genuine needs. The customer pays a monthly fee per user for the service.

Results
In five years, Fujitsu managed to revolutionize its business and maintain sales. Today,
maintenance services account for only 25 % percent of total sales. Provia has become
a unique and profitable business, and a well-known brand of IT outsourcing services.
Currently over 60,000 workstations are managed by the Provia service and Fujitsu help
desk was awarded as the “best help desk in Finland” in 2003.

Customer benefits from using Provia include continuous service and an always avail-
able local specialist network for problem situations, improved security, resources
released from IT support, a consistent IT budget and insurance of the system. Finan-
cial benefits for the customer include lower capital employed, lower fixed costs and a
lower head count. 

Key learnings
• Fujitsu has redesigned the customer’s internal IT management process in a way

that customer’s in the beginning didn’t anticipate to be possible. 
• A totally new operating model has allowed Fujitsu to change the pricing logic of

their services from cost based to value based pricing.

Source: Fujitsu management presentation and the Fujitsu web-site
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How can value sales be trained
and learned in an organization?
How to innovate such solutions
to the customer’s process that
have the potential to grow the
customer’s wallet? There is no
universal secret formula to this challenge, but the source of inno-
vating value to the customer lies in a fruitful combination of the
customer’s, supplier’s and eventual additional partners’ different
set of competences and assets. Achieving increased and sustain-
able long-term (financial) value is the goal that drives all parties in-
volved.

To support the customer process innovation, an industry and
company specific “checklist” can be developed, which acts as a
guideline in which areas it is fruit-
ful to seek for more value to the
customers. For each industry and
business the detailed checklist of
what to look at is different. Ideal-
ly, the provider should bench-
mark the customer’s processes to
the available best practice in co-
operation with the customer and
partners, and look for the most efficient and effective ways for
completing the different tasks. The analysis includes e.g. the fol-
lowing types of questions: 

• Which party – customer, supplier or a third partner – has the
lowest total operating cost for a specific operation? 

• Who has the lowest capital cost to carry a specific part of
work-in-process in the balance sheet? 

• Who has the best capacity utilization rate? 
• Who has the lowest risk for inventory obsolescence? 
• Who has the best network to divest a certain type of fixed as-

set in case it isn’t anymore needed? 

Answers to this type of questions lead to ideas and plans about
customer process innovation, and eventually also to the restruc-
turing of the overall value chain. 

The source of innovating value
lies in a fruitful combination of
the customer’s, supplier’s and
eventual partners’ competenc-
es and assets.

The provider should benchmark
the customer’s processes to the
available best practice in co-op-
eration with the customer and
partners, and look for the most
efficient and effective ways for
completing the different tasks.
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When brainstorming about new opportunities for an enhanced
customer process it is important to analyze and understand what
the customer’s main goals, challenges and concerns are, i.e. “what
keeps the customer awake at night”? Innovative and value creating
solutions to these challenges are likely to gain high priority and
proceed quickly in the customer’s decision-making process – this
in turn shortens the sales cycle for the provider and increases the
return on the sales investment.

In the following case description, the manufacturer of consumer
packages realized it could support a festival organizers brand man-
agement with consistent, branded packaging solution.

INNOVATING NEW MEANS FOR BRAND BUILDING
Case: Manufacturer of consumer packages

Background
One of the focus areas for a manufacturer of consumer packages is fresh foods pack-
aging. The company has operations in several countries and its customers include the
largest international players in their own fields.

Problem
The company manufacturers food service packaging that is used e.g. in various out-
door-events and festivals. Previously, the company negotiated contracts with the indi-
vidual food and beverage vendors at festivals. This required fairly large sales invest-
ment every year, and the individual contracts were fairly small. 

Solution
The company realized that branded and consistent food packaging could support one
of the festival organizer’s key areas – brand building activities. Thus, it decided to
approach the festival organizer instead of the individual vendors. Together, the manu-
facturer and the festival organizer designed the concept for the food packaging. As a
result, the company was able to provide the customer with branded disposable food
packing and logistics services to transport the packaging to the festival area. The deal
also included the transportation of trash containers to and from the festival area. 

Results
The company became the sole provider of food packaging for the festival. With its
strong brand, the festival organizer was able to necessitate the use of branded pack-
aging from all the vendors. This left a left little space for the packaging manufac-
turer’s competitors, and the company was able to build a long-term customer relation-
ship with the festival organizer. In addition, instead of working with a number of indi-
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vidual vendors, the manufacturer was dealing with the festival organizer.

Key learnings
• Looking beyond the current customer base may open up new opportunities and

business models.
• Finding ways to support the customer’s core operations (in this case, the brand

building of a festival) and increasing the supplier’s role in the eyes of the customer
will enable the forming of long-term relationships.

Source: Interview

Understanding the customers’ business and the capabilities of the
own firm is a very complex and challenging task for the sales
function. Sales persons need excellent communication and net-
working capabilities in order to have access to opportunities in the
own organization and sufficient business skills and creativity to in-
novate new value creating solutions for the customer’s business.

Planning for value sales relationships

Customer planning is about making business plans for individual
customer relationships. Systematic customer planning also im-
proves the sales force’s understanding of the customers. A good
customer plan forces the sales people to analyze the customer’s
goals and concerns in great detail and the different decision mak-
ers’ roles and personal drivers. Systematic customer analysis sharp-
ens the provider’s eye for emerging opportunities, and enhances
the overall competitive situation at the customer.

A customer plan can consist of three main elements: 1) an analysis
about the customer’s business situation and the current situation
of the relationship, 2) the specification of the provider’s business
goals with the customer and 3) a customer specific action plan for
the planning period. 

An important part of customer
planning is setting of objectives
that should include – not only
the final financial outcomes –

A customer plan is not worth
writing, unless it gets the nec-
essary priority, resources and a
systematic follow-up.
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but also the operative and financial milestones at different points
of the planning period. Systematic planning of the actions, nomi-
nating relevant resources, following up and adapting the plan is es-
sential in achieving the set goals. Thus, customer planning should
be integrated to the normal management planning and follow-up
process of the company. A plan is not worth writing, unless it gets
the necessary priority, resources and a systematic follow-up. 

For a large business with several initiatives with the same custom-
er it sometime makes sense to separate longer term customer
planning from short term “sales case” action planning. It is bene-
ficial to implement different planning tools, follow-up metrics and
processes for both of these.

Mobilize the own organization

Value sales is very complex by nature and normally a cross-func-
tional sales team – be it a virtual or real team – combining different
competences and functions is needed. This type of team typically
needs resources from different functions in the company, such as
sales, product organization, technology, logistics, finance etc. 

To get the appropriate resources, the sales team must convince the
own organization, not only the sales function, that the value of the
customer opportunity at hand is great enough to justify the invest-
ment. The most important arguments for getting the resources are
normally financial in nature. When business line managers recog-
nize that the customer opportunity has the potential to take their
organization significantly closer towards achieving set goals, there
is a good chance that the appropriate resources will be assigned. 

Sales in general, but solution and
value sales in particular, require
excellent internal leadership and
quantification of the short and
long-term benefits of the coop-
eration with a particular custom-
er to the own organization. It is just as important to prove the at-

It is just as important to prove
the attractiveness of the busi-
ness case internally, as it is to
prove the business case to the
customer.
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tractiveness of the business case internally, as it is to prove the
business case to the customer.

In addition to the potential profits and cash flows, there are other
goals that influence the attractiveness of a value sales opportunity
to the provider’s organization. The customer might be assessed to
be one of the future winners in the marketplace, or alternatively,
the customer might have a great reference value, which could sup-
port the business in general. Furthermore, the provider might
have great potential for strategically important learning when do-
ing business with the customer. 

In all of the alternative situations
mentioned above, it is the role of
the sales team to communicate
the value of the customer rela-
tionship and the value of a spe-
cific opportunity at hand to the
own organization. There are normally several alternative opportu-
nities with different customers that compete for critical internal
and partner resources.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH A COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE OF THE 
CUSTOMER
Case: Atofina

Background
Atofina Chemicals, Inc., headquartered in Philadelphia PA, is a $2 billion subsidiary of
TOTAL, the world's 4th largest oil and gas company. Atofina manufactures thousands
of chemicals worldwide for several different markets.

PPG Industries is a global supplier of coatings, glass, fiberglass and chemicals. PPG
has been a customer to Atofina for almost 40 years and is currently a $25+ million
account.

Problem
Due to unorganized sales without clear objectives, dissatisfied customer PPG gave an
ultimatum to Atofina to get its act together, or PPG was going to find a new chemical
supplier. Problems in the relationship included e.g. different divisions of Atofina sell-
ing to different divisions of PPG without commitment and employees serving PPG not
realizing PPG’s importance to Atofina’s success.

The role of the sales team is to
communicate the value of the
customer relationship and the
value of a specific sales oppor-
tunity to the own organization.
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Solution
To effectively coordinate the complex relationship, communication between the com-
panies was centralized. All Atofina employees interacting with PPG were shown the
scope of the relationship and the effect it had on their paychecks. PPG and Atofina
executives and sales and purchasing people met and together realized the importance
of the relationship. This led to discussions that allowed them to redesign the global
relationship and help each Atofina division recast its strategy for PPG. 

Benefits
PPG realized savings of more than $2 million a year. Savings resulted from lessened
PPG inventory and total cost of products. Atofina recovered a $30 million annual rela-
tionship and through the new improved relationship Atofina maintained its sales even
in a down market situation. Additionally overhead costs tied to contracting each year
simply disappeared. 

Key learnings
• Managing relationships strategically allows companies to realize more value from

the customer relationship. 
• The shift from being a vendor to becoming a strategic supplier secures important

relationships and sets supplier standards to the customer’s other suppliers. 

Source: SAMA, Annual Conference 2002

The offering innovations created by the sales teams together with
the customers should systematically be analyzed on a company
level. The new offerings or offering components that could be
beneficial to the provider in a larger scale should be documented
and “productisized”, and made available to the different sales
teams to be used in other customer relationships.

In general, offering development in value sales should happen at
two different levels. The first level of offering development is
within the sales function directly at the customer interface. Here
the sales teams innovate customer specific “tailor made” solutions,
which create improved value for both the customer and the pro-
vider. Offering innovation at the customer level provides the sales
function with a good opportunity to contribute to the overall de-
velopment of the firm and to increase its internal credibility in or-
der to secure even improved support in the future. 

The second level of offering development is the company level,
where the common offering – i.e. the entity of products, services
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and solutions – is developed. The common offering can be sold
and delivered to a large number of different customers. 

The main challenges of putting together offerings in the sales
teams is to find the best match between solving the customer’s
challenge in a value creating way, and at the same time not promis-
ing too much in terms of time schedule, solution performance or
overall value created. A strong, well tested “solution offering” de-
veloped at the company level that has possibly already been tested
in other customer cases reduces the risk of having performance
and cost overrun problems at the operational level and disrupting
the relationship.

Summary & self-assessment

The chapter focused on the required new competences for value
sales. Understanding the value chain dynamics is essential since in
many cases, value sales process results in changes or restructuring
of the value chain. In-depth understanding of the customer’s busi-
ness drivers and processes is another “must” as one of the main
tasks of a value salesman or a -woman is the ability to innovate en-
hancements into the customer’s processes. 

Third important competence is a solid understanding of what the
own organization and the possible partners are capable of provid-
ing. Based on deep understanding of the customer and the avail-
able capabilities, the value seller needs to be able to proactively
identify opportunities for customer process innovation. Careful
customer planning is one of the most important tools in sales op-
portunity identification.

Value sales process is a complex process that requires the cooper-
ation of several functions both in the provider and in the custom-
er organization. Hence, the value sales person needs to be able to
mobilize the resources within one’s own organization.

The statements below can be used to make a quick assessment of
how well developed the sales function is in your own organization.
If you agree with the majority of statements, the sales function is
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probably rather well developed. If “no” is the most common an-
swer, you might find it helpful to turn back a few pages in the
chapter and re-read the parts that seem to need further develop-
ment. If you are currently developing the sales practices in your
organization, you are probably on the right track and this book
might be of use in helping to stay on course.

Statement Yes No Under
development

There are clearly defined competence profiles for differ-
ent roles of the sales team 

The sales teams have a sufficient understanding of the 
value chain drivers and players and the provider’s role in 
it.

There is a sufficient understanding of the customers and 
their business challenges within the sales teams.

There is a sufficient understanding of the customer’s 
customers within the sales teams.

There is a systematic way for sharing the understanding 
of the customers with other functions

The sales force clearly understands the capabilities and 
possibilities of the own organization in solving custom-
er’s concerns 

The sales force is regularly trained or informed of the 
capabilities of the own organization

The customer planning process is used systematically 
throughout the organization

Execution of the customer plan is followed up regularly in 
the sales meetings
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5 Show Me The Money – Business 
Impacts to the Customer

Innovating customer process im-
provements and selling value by
definition requires the selling or-
ganization to focus on the im-
pacts of the proposed new solu-
tion to the customer’s “bottom line”. Quantifying financial bene-
fits to the customer is exactly the thing that is perceived as one of
the trickiest parts in selling process innovations by the sales pro-
fessionals. 

During the sales process, the customer is likely to ask questions
like “is the process change worth the effort and/or investment?”
or “should we prioritize other improvement actions as more im-
portant?” The provider’s challenge is to understand what the rele-
vant financial drivers are for the customer, and how to get hold of
the relevant financial data from the customer.

This chapter explores the principles for illustrating the business
impacts to the customer and presents the logic and methodology
for value quantification calculations.

Quantifying financial benefits
to the customer is perceived as
one of the trickiest parts in
selling process innovations.
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Business impact calculations as a powerful sales 
tool

Even if value quantification to the customer is challenging to do in
practice, it is worth the effort. In short, the purpose of estimating
the financial business impacts to the customer can be summed up
as follows:

• To illustrate in-depth understanding of the customer’s busi-
ness and financials

• To demonstrate the business impacts of the proposed solution
to the customer

• To identify the sales arguments that are relevant for the cus-
tomer’s business and financial situation

• To establish a credible contact to the customer’s senior man-
agement by “speaking their financial language”.

• To provide important decision making material to the cus-
tomer, and thus be able to close deals faster and to shorten
the sales cycle.

Value quantification can be carried out at many different levels of
detail, and it can have many different formats depending on the
customer’s situation and the solution in question. The main pur-
pose of value quantification is to
demonstrate the supplier’s under-
standing of the customer’s busi-
ness and the capability to pro-
vide suitable solutions that help
the customer to improve its busi-
ness results. Value quantification is an excellent way to shift the fo-
cus of the discussion from prices to business impacts. 

In many cases the quantification of value is necessary for final deci-
sion-making even in a situation where the customer’s functional or
line managers involved are already convinced about the benefits of
the new solution for technical reasons and by a “gut feeling” about
the positive total effect on their business. The customer’s senior
management, however, requires decisions to be based on financial
projections. In this point the supplier can assist the customer’s

Value quantification is an ex-
cellent way to shift the focus
of the discussion from prices to
business impacts. 
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functional management to get the desired decisions through by
preparing the value quantification for the case in question.

The calculation of value does not need to be exact on the last
decimal. It has to be remembered, that the value quantifications
most often are based on several
different assumptions. The logic
of the calculations, the assump-
tions behind them and the dis-
cussed business impacts are of-
ten more important than the exact figures. It is very natural to
make calculations with a set of different underlying assumptions,
ones being more pessimistic and others more optimistic.

Getting the customer to open up its internal financial figures in
order to be able to quantify more accurately the benefits, requires
a good level of trust between the customer and the supplier. How-
ever, for most value quantification calculations, it is not necessary
to know all the details of the customer’s income statement and
balance sheet. It is normally enough to concentrate on the main
economic changes caused by the new solution. 

Even a rough estimation of benefits without the detailed figures of
the customer is often enough at least in the initial stage to demon-
strate the order of magnitude that the supplier’s solution is worth
for the customer. If the rough calculation looks promising, then it
will most probably motivate the customer to make a more exact fi-
nancial analysis of the opportunity either internally or together
with the supplier.

It is very important to involve the customer in the value quantifi-
cation process as much as possible. The customer’s role is to pro-
vide a picture of the current situation, verify the estimates and give
his own view on the business impacts of the suggested solution.

The following case illustrates how business impact calculations
can be utilized during the sales process, and how powerful they
can be in justifying the needed investments.

The calculation of value does
not need to be exact on the
last decimal.
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BUSINESS IMPACT CALCULATION AS A SALES TOOL
Case: Mettler-Toledo

Background
Mettler-Toledo (MT), headquartered in Zurich, specializes in exact measurement sys-
tems for e.g. science, health care and shipping. The turnover of MT is approx. $1.1
billion.

Airborne Express, headquartered in Seattle, is a full-service global transportation and
logistics partner to businesses and government agencies around the globe. During the
summer of 2003 Airborne Express and DHL merged to form strong competition to the
UPS/FedEx that has had almost an 80 % share of the U.S. express delivery market.
The U.S. ground operations of Airborne and DHL will operate under the DHL brand.

Problem/challenge
In the US a new account manager was assigned to Airborne Express, who at that time
had almost no business with MT. The account manager studied Airborne’s business
and found out a way to improve the customer’s bottom line: Airborne’s costing system
led to significant undercharging since shippings were costed based on weight and
dimensions but remote locations billed on weight alone.

Solution
The account manager developed a business case to show how much the absence of a
good computerized dimensioning system was costing Airborne and installed a pilot.
After the pilot, another business case was put together to show what could be saved
by expanding the dimensioning systems to normal freight on its high-speed mass-flow
lines, which required a lot more capacity from the dimensioning systems. 

Results/benefits
The pilot system paid for itself in less than 3 months and Airborne increased its reve-
nues over $1.5 million per month in 2001. Even through MT’s system was 15-20 %
more expensive than the competition, MT got orders for 48 additional systems.

Key learning points
• Get to know the customer and find out areas that can impact customer’s profits. 
• Demonstrate in numeric terms how the solution can help the customer to improve

business results.

Source: SAMA Performance Award 2002, Airborne & DHL websites
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Linking actions to the customer’s financial 
performance

The key to quantifying the value provided to the customer by a
new solution is a deeper understanding of the customer’s current
processes and their economics. This approach will have a great ef-
fect on how products, services and solutions are presented to the
customer. In a traditional product-oriented approach, product fea-
tures are expected to be sufficient to close the deal. The buyer will
compare the features with their current needs and select the prod-
uct provided that technical requirements are met and other pur-
chasing criteria, including pricing, are fulfilled. 

In value sales the business impact calculation of the implementa-
tion of a proposed new solution does not start from the product
features. The sales person or the sales team must be acquainted
with the customer’s current way of managing a given area of their
business, the cost structure that running the current process re-
quires, the changes that the proposed solution will make, and fi-
nally the financial benefits that will be achieved with the new solu-
tion. 

A practical procedure for quantifying the value of a supplier’s so-
lution is to compare the current situation (base case) to the new
situation that is created by the new solution. 

Figure 12: The logic of business impact calculations.

Base case

Customer’s existing solution
OR

Solution offered by competitor 
OR

Previous case or experience

New solution

Estimated effects of provider’s
solution to customer’s

business drivers and results

Comparison

Calculation of total financial
benefit for the customer of
the new solution compared

to the base case
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The financial benefits of the proposed new solution can be divid-
ed into the following three categories:

• More revenue is generated (increased volumes or higher prices)
• Costs are decreased (direct or indirect costs)
• Tied-up capital is decreased (current or fixed assets).

To be able to make this kind of calculations for the customer, the
sales force must be equipped with good financial understanding
and a value quantification tool. In its simplest form this tool is an
Excel-spreadsheet that can be used both internally and together
with the customer. Simulating the business effects and using the
customer as a sparring partner will result in an analysis that is valu-
able to both parties. The use of a value quantification tool reduces
significantly the level of financial skills required from the sales per-
son or sales team. Nevertheless, for sophisticated sales cases the
sales team needs as members also one or several people with a fi-
nancial background.

Using a value quantification approach like described above will
guide the discussion with the customer away from the price to the
actual benefits of the proposed solution. Naturally, the solution it-
self has to fit the customer, and it has to differ from the competi-
tion. If all solutions from different competitors are assumed to
provide the same value to the customer, then the focus of discus-
sion falls back to the price. Therefore, solution differentiation
should ideally be based on a unique improvement in the custom-
er’s process. 

Of course, the price, which can be achieved by the supplier, can-
not be determined only by the value of the new solution for the
customer – the cost of the best alternative way to create the same
result sets an upper limit to the pricing. 

Quantifying the effects on the customer’s income statement and 
balance sheet

The most often used method for value quantification is an estima-
tion of the solution’s impact on the customer’s income statement,
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either as an effect on revenues or costs, or both of them. This way
an estimation of the profit impact can be calculated and a compar-
ison to the eventually required investment can be made. 

Very often this type of calculation is sufficient for the demonstra-
tion of value, because the effect on the “bottom line” can be dem-
onstrated. This is valid e.g. for some outsourcing solutions where
the total service costs are lower than fixed costs in the current sit-
uation. The same procedure works in the area of direct costs,
where e.g. switching to a slightly more expensive raw material in-
creases either product value, and thus the price, or it decreases
production costs in terms of material consumption or better yield. 

In many cases it is necessary to
expand the analysis from the ef-
fects on the income statement to
the effects on the balance sheet.
This is in fact not so complicat-
ed, as many sales people per-
ceive it to be. Balance sheet
changes most often involve changes either in inventories, work-in-
process or fixed assets. Very often a supplier’s solutions are target-
ed even more towards improving the customer’s balance sheet
structure than the income statement, i.e. the supplier is decreasing
the customer’s capital employed. 

In many industries suppliers are taking responsibility e.g. for a
large part of the inventory of their customers’ incoming materials.
The supplier has often a possibility to share the inventory carrying
cost between several customers, but it is still very important to
quantify the benefit of this service for the customer. This value to
the customer is even bigger if the customer has a high weighted
average cost of capital (WACC), as is the case for high-risk growth
companies. 

One electronic manufacturing services supplier had exactly that sit-
uation: the WACC of the customer was clearly higher than the
company’s own WACC. So there was sufficient room to agree in
the pricing for the manufacturing service on the “price” of carrying
the inventory. In addition to a lower inventory carrying cost, the

Provider’s solutions are often
targeted more towards improv-
ing the customer’s balance
sheet structure than affecting
the items in the income state-
ment
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supplier has also other customers for part of the incoming materi-
als, which results in a lower risk for raw material obsolescence.
Hence, the transfer of inventories, including incoming materials,
work-in-process and even parts of finished goods from the cus-
tomer’s to the supplier’s balance sheet, resulted in substantial value
for both the customer and the supplier. 

The following figure depicts a situation, where the solution pro-
vided by the supplier changes several parts in the customer’s busi-
ness processes. The financial effects of the process changes con-
centrate on revenues, operational costs and inventories. 

Figure 13: Financial impacts of Customer Process Innovation: effects on
the income statement and balance sheet.

The change of inventories is valued by the interest rate, which is
equal to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of the cus-
tomer. As a total result, the effect on the operating profit after
capital cost is estimated. This measure is very close to the eco-
nomic value added (EVA). The described calculation model can to
a large degree be preprogrammed for the use of the sales force.
The exact content of the model depends on the nature and scope
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of the customer’s business, as well as on the characteristics of the
solution to be provided by the supplier.

Estimating the cash flow growth creates the link to shareholder 
value

For an investment type of situation the calculation of payback
time is one of the simplest ways to quantify the financial effect of
a supplier’s solution to the customer. However, payback time cal-
culations have the drawback that they concentrate only on the es-
timation of the payback period, and they do not analyze the value
and the benefits after the payback time. For this reason, payback
time calculations are not sufficient for strategically important fi-
nancial decisions, or for decisions, where a selection between dif-
ferent alternatives has to be made. Furthermore, payback time cal-
culations often also overlook the value of changes in the balance
sheet.

An investment type of calcula-
tion, which analyses the effect on
the customer’s cash flows over a
longer period of time, requires a
more advanced value quantifica-
tion approach. This calculation
requires more in-depth knowl-
edge of the customer’s business process, since an estimation of
cash-flow effects over a time period of several years is usually
needed for the calculation. Discounting the forecasted cash flow
stream with the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and
summing up the total effect from several years results in the net
present value (NPV) of the proposed solution. Alternatively, the
internal rate of return (IRR) can be calculated as the discounting
rate, which results in a zero NPV for the solution.

The estimation of cash-flow effects requires the supplier to take
into account also the changes in the customer’s balance sheet in
addition to changes in revenues and costs. Balance sheet changes
to be taken into account depend very much on the nature of solu-
tion that the supplier is proposing. The effects very often involve

An investment type of calcula-
tion, which analyses the effect
on the customer’s cash flows
over a longer period of time, re-
quires a more advanced value
quantification approach.
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changes in inventories, work-in-
process and even fixed assets.
Discussing and quantifying im-
provements of the customer’s
cash flows means speaking truly
the language of the customer’s fi-
nancial and top management,
and by that also linking the new solution to increasing the custom-
er’s shareholder value.

Supplier’s view as a starting point for value quantification 

For solutions that are delivered to several different customers in a
similar configuration, a slightly simpler value quantification model
can be developed by taking the features of the solution as a start-
ing point for calculations. 

After listing the features of the solution, the next step is to evalu-
ate the qualitative and quantitative benefits of the features to the
customer. As a third step, the financial implications of these bene-
fits to the customer are calculated. 

Utilizing this approach, a tractor manufacturer has developed a
value quantification model that estimates the financial benefits to
the dairy farm owner caused by the advanced design of the trac-
tor’s front axle. The quantification model links the tractor’s techni-
cal performance to an estimation of lower soil contamination,
which results in an estimated better health of the cattle and thus a)
to lower health care costs and b) to an improved milk quality,
which leads to a premium price for the milk produced. 

For the initial phases of discussion about the benefits of a possible
process innovation, it is very useful for to have a couple of busi-
ness impact calculation examples at hand. Customers are often
very hesitant to share their financial data with the supplier unless
they are convinced that the sharing of data is beneficial for them. 

One way of utilizing business impact examples is to utilize bench-
marking information. Collected benchmarking information about

The estimation of cash-flow ef-
fects requires the supplier to
take into account not only the
changes in revenues and costs,
but also the changes in the
customer’s balance sheet.
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the typical cost structures in the
customer’s own or related indus-
tries can be a very powerful sales
tool. Benchmarking and case in-
formation can be used to give
typical examples of the business
impacts e.g. “typically in this industry, we’ve been able to increase
yield by 15 % and reduce work-in-process by 50 %, which in your
case might result in an improvement of return of capital employed
by 1 %”. 

Furthermore, the benchmarking information can be utilized for
identifying opportunities to improve the customer’s business e.g.
“based on our experience from your industry, the average mainte-
nance costs are 2% of sales on average, compared to that, your
costs are unusually high. We could help you cut those costs by
20 %”.

From value creation to value capture

Even when the provider is focused on supporting its customers in
their value creation, the provider naturally has to achieve its own
financial goals as well. The provider has to capture value from the
business with the customer at the
same time when it’s creating value
to the customer. Overall, it is
usually not too difficult a chal-
lenge to create more value to the
customers in terms of more ser-
vices, better guarantees, later payments or lower price. But creating
more value than the competition while fulfilling own requirements
on margins and cash flows is a true challenge for any provider.

For this reason quantifying the value created to the customer is not
sufficient for the sales function – the value captured for the own
company has to be estimated and secured as well. The financial cal-
culation methods required for quantifying the value capturing po-
tential are basically the same as the methods for quantifying the
benefits for the customer. In estimating the value capturing poten-

The provider has to both create
value for its customer and cap-
ture value for itself by doing
business with its customers.

Collected benchmarking infor-
mation about the typical cost
structures in the customer’s
own or related industries can
be a very powerful sales tool.
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tial, a well-functioning costing system forms the basis for a realistic
estimation of profits, return on capital employed or cash flows.

Pricing the value

The most important elements of value capturing are the demon-
stration of value to the customer and the logic of pricing the creat-
ed value. In general, there are three basic pricing options that are
depicted in the following figure:

Figure 14: Basic pricing options.

In value sales, the pricing should also be based on value i.e. the
price should to be detached from the costs involved in providing
the solution to the customer. Naturally the provider needs to
know its costs involved in providing the solution and the provider
needs to assure that the costs are covered by a required margin.
Hence, the costs involved in providing the solution to the custom-
er plus the required margin determine the lowest possible price.

The theoretical upper limit for value based pricing is set by the es-
timated value that the provider’s solution is worth to the customer.
This value needs to be quantified and communicated to the cus-
tomer as described above. The practical upper limit in value based
pricing is set by the competition or by the customer’s own activity.
The provider can only receive a “premium” price as long as it has
a unique position to deliver the solution in question. Value based

Cost-based pricing Market-based pricing Value-based pricing

• Based on the cost of the 
produced goods and ser-
vices including material, 
labor and capital costs.

• Price is calculated on the 
basis of cost + mark-up.

• Based on the balance be-
tween demand and sup-
ply in the market (substi-
tutes included).
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to the market price as the 
cost of goods and servic-
es produced is not al-
ways linked to the market 
price.
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premium margins.

• Based on the value that 
the provider's solutions 
create to the customer.

• Customer value quantifi-
cation and unique posi-
tion are prerequisites 
for setting value-based 
prices.

• Provides possibilities 
for significantly higher 
margins.
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pricing cannot be applied for standard solutions – competition
catches up sooner or later, and the provider has to come up with
new innovations in order to differentiate from the competition.

When determining the logic for value based pricing, the provider
needs to consider the following types of questions: 

• How can the created value be shared in practice? 
• Is it possible to measure the achieved cost reductions and get

paid by a share? (Cost reductions sharing) 
• Could a share of the created new profits or revenues in a cer-

tain period be paid to the provider? (Profit & revenue sharing)
• Could the pricing be tied to the improvement of the custom-

er’s inventory turnover? 
• Is it possible to get paid for taking over a part of the custom-

er’s assets? 

As can be seen from the above examples, value based pricing in-
volves sharing risks with the customer. The customer pays more
for a high, realized value and less (or nothing) for a failure to
achieve the promised value.

However, value based pricing does not necessarily need to be tied
to the customer’s numbers. The solution provided to the customer
can also be priced by a fixed price principle. In this case the pro-
vider still takes the risk of a cost overrun as in the examples above.
The fixed price is proved to be fair to the customer by value quan-
tification.

Steps for capturing the value

There is a logical sequence of actions when capturing part of the
value, which is provided to the customer by an innovative solution
to the customer’s value creation process. The steps can be summa-
rized as follows: 

• Step 1: Quantify the value created. Fist step involves quan-
tifying the business impacts of the identified solution to the
customer. In general, this step requires a good co-operation
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with the customer in order to obtain the relevant revenue, cost
and balance sheet figures. 

• Step 2: Assess the competences, risks and costs or invest-
ments involved in providing the solution to the customer. 

• Step 3: Define the minimum price. Minimum price is the
lowest price that has to be obtained for providing the solution.
This minimum price is determined by the estimated costs plus
the required margin. Of course, the procedure ends at this
point, if the minimum required price exceeds the value provid-
ed for the customer. 

• Step 4: Establish the principles for value based pricing.
This is the most difficult step, unless the provider applies fixed
pricing. The pricing principle to be proposed to the customer
depends on the nature of the solution provided, the general at-
titude of the customer and the relationship between the cus-
tomer and the provider. Also the general industry practice de-
termines opportunities and limitations for value based pricing.
Naturally, it can be also the customer, who proposes a value
based pricing scheme. 

• Step 5: Determine the actual price level. Last but not least,
the provider needs to determine the actual price level and the
tactics for the price discussion at the contract negotiations.

It has to be remembered that value quantification to the customer
includes at least an implicit promise of the value to be obtained by
the customer. How binding this promise will be at the stage of de-
livery and payment, depends on the terms of the contract and on
the degree of influence that the provider and the customer have
on realizing the contract and materializing the benefits of the new
solution. The more responsibility the provider is taking for achiev-
ing the quantified benefits for the customer, the closer the con-
tract price will be to the quantified benefits for the customer.

Summary & self-assessment

Business impact calculations should be an integral part of the val-
ue sales practices. The chapter introduced two ways to approach
value quantification. The first and the more comprehensive meth-
od is to start from the customer’s current financial situation and
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compare that to the new situation i.e. the situation once the solu-
tion suggested by the provider has been implemented. The second
method is to start from the features and attributes of the provid-
er’s solution and to estimate what kind of impacts those could
have to the customer’s revenues, costs and tied-up capital.

Value quantification is a promise to the customer, and the actual
business impacts that were achieved ought to be monitored after-
wards. In addition, the actual business impacts that the provider’s
offering has brought to different customers could be analyzed,
and used as valuable benchmarking information in negations with
customers. Finally, value quantification calculations enable – and
are the prerequisite – for value based pricing.

The statements below can be used to make a quick assessment of
how well developed the sales function is in your own organization.
If you agree with the majority of statements, the sales function is
probably rather well developed. If “no” is the most common an-
swer, you might find it helpful to turn back a few pages in the
chapter and re-read the parts that seem to need further develop-
ment. If you are currently developing the sales practices in your
organization, you are probably on the right track and this book
might be of use in helping to stay on course.

Statement Yes No Under
development

The sales force is comfortable discussing business 
impacts with the customer

The sales teams are able to quantify the business impacts 
of our offering for the customer

There is a tool for calculating the business impacts of our 
offering for a specific customer

The calculations for quantifying the value of our offering 
for the customer cover both cash flow and balance sheet 
items

The business impacts of our offering are always commu-
nicated to the customer

The value created for the customer is evaluated and 
monitored afterwards
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6 Selling is an Investment

When customers are managed as any other financial assets, then
the role of sales changes. As the sales function represents costs
and the main task of the sales
function is to increase the value
of their customer assets, then
these costs can be viewed as in-
vestments. In other words, sales
activities and efforts should be
treated as investments into cus-
tomer portfolios, which requires careful selection of both custom-
ers and individual sales projects. 

The sales function has limited resources and therefore it can only
invest into relationships and projects where the expected return is
acceptable. Consequently, there are two important selections that
have to be made:

• Which customers are worth investing in? 
• Which sales opportunities are worth investing in?

This chapter takes a look at both of these dimensions and the
principles for sales investment allocations.

Sales activities should be
treated as investments into
customer portfolios, which re-
quires careful selection of cus-
tomers and individual sales
projects. 
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Investing in value sales

Strategic customer selection should guide the sales investment.
Focusing on the right customers with the highest expected returns
drives profitability. If the sales function is able to generate reve-
nues from the selected customer segments, and if it is able to in-
vest into sales projects with high
hit rates then the return on the
sales investment is high. 

Selecting customers with the best
expected future returns should
have a positive effect on the val-
ue of the whole customer base.
Therefore, customer selection and focusing the sales investment
can drive the long-term profitability. Investors should also under-
stand how well the customer assets are managed and if the compa-
ny is investing in customers of the future. 

Since value sales process requires resources and investments from
both parties, the financial value of the transactions has to be con-
siderable for at least one of the players, usually the provider. In ad-
dition to having to invest in offering development, the provider
has to invest considerable amount of time and resources in gain-
ing an in-depth understanding of the customer’s business. 

To become a true consultant, the provider also has to invest in un-
derstanding the customer’s customer. True innovation and the
ability to drive the customer’s profits come from understanding
the customer’s business situation and the related economic as-
pects. Provider’s investments need to be focused also on the abili-
ty to innovate new business solutions and on an improved ability
to deliver them. The challenge in doing this is to achieve mutual
benefits, i.e. improved profits for both. 

If the sales function is able to
generate revenues from the se-
lected customer segments, and
if it is able to invest into sales
projects with high hit rates
then the return on the sales in-
vestment is high.
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Targeting value sales must be
done carefully. Value sales strate-
gy is an investment into a select-
ed part of the customer base,
and each investment should
bring an acceptable return.
Therefore, the target customers for value sales should possess the
following characteristics:

Potential for revenue and profit growth for the provider
• Suitable mindset, willingness for open discussion and close co-

operation
• Focus on cost reductions and long-term profitability
• Willingness to explore new solutions and business models

Providers using value sales should be able to measure their success
in monetary terms. This means measuring not only the sales vol-
ume but also the economic value added (EVA) internally. Exter-
nally, the measurement should be focused on the ability to drive
the customer’s profits. These profits can be achieved through in-
creases in revenue while maintaining the cost levels, decreasing the
costs while maintaining the revenue levels and decreasing the capi-
tal employed. 

Product sales, solutions sales and value sales are different sales
strategies that can exist in one organization. These orientations are
geared to producing value for the customers. Since different cus-
tomers see the value generation from their point of view, the pro-
vider has to be able to select which strategy to use for which cus-
tomer segment. Naturally, value sales activities represents the
highest level of investment and therefore the expected return
should be the greatest.

Value sales strategy is an in-
vestment into a selected part
of the customer base, and each
investment should bring an ac-
ceptable return.
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Figure 15: Customer’s buying style vs. value of the customer relationship

One has to remember that the selected sales strategy represents
the provider’s mode of operation towards a certain customer or a
customer segment. In monetary terms the relationship can be
valuable in any sales strategy but
the potential margins are signifi-
cantly higher in value sales. There
is a correlation owing to the fact
that all relationships should be
profitable. Therefore, value sales should only be targeted towards
customers with the highest expected returns. 

Allocating resources to customer segments

Sales management classifies customers into groups, which are of-
ten called segments, sometimes portfolios, etc. Segmentation prin-
ciples often follow traditional elements such as industry, size, and
geographic location. Sales teams are allocated for each segment
according to the specific industry or application area knowledge.
Since all companies have a limited amount of resources to allocate
to selected segments, selections need to be made. 
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Value sales should only be tar-
geted towards customers with
the highest expected returns. 
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In the sales function, segmentation should give clear guidance on
what kinds of customers are the ones that will generate future
growth and profits. The task of the sales management is to target
the sales investment at such customers that have the greatest prof-
it potential in both the short and long term. 

Relationship value guides sales investments 

Customer selection and the quality of the customer base is the key
to any company’s success. As stated above, the sales investments
should be directed at such cus-
tomers who offer the best possi-
bility of delivering future profits.
Traditionally, the selection of
customers has been made by
looking into the rear-view mir-
ror and evaluating such elements as past revenue or volumes, prof-
itability, customer share (i.e. provider’s share of customer’s spend-
ing) or customer satisfaction. This approach may or may not result
in a good selection of customers, since historical performance is
no guarantee for future potential.

While determining the value of customer relationships, one
should consider elements that not only cover historic informa-
tion, but elements of today as
well as of the future. Relation-
ship value elements that measure
today’s situation relate to areas
such as the customer’s percep-
tion of the provider and the
strength of the relationship (e.g.
level and nature of contacts, forms of cooperation, customer sat-
isfaction).

The future potential of the customer relationship is an often-over-
looked element of relationship value. Yet it is one of the most im-
portant measurements when allocating value sales investments.
Value sales process by definition requires considerable investments
into the customer relationship both in terms of resources and time.

While determining the value of
customer relationships, one
should consider elements that
not only cover historic informa-
tion, but also elements of to-
day and the future.

The sales investments should
be directed at such customers
who offer the best possibility
of delivering future profits.
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Hence, the selection of value
sales customers should include an
assessment of the potential future
cash flows from the relationship
taking into consideration both
the needed investments and the
estimated future revenues. Ideally, the assessment should result in a
net present value (NPV) calculation of the customer relationship –
an investment calculation that estimates the future cash flows of
the relationship discounted to the present time. 

The following figure depicts the logic of cash flow estimations.
The sales investments into the relationship are likely to be higher
in the beginning of the relationship and decrease over time as the
relationship stabilizes. The revenues from the relationship are like-
ly to be lower in the beginning of the relationship, and increase
with time. Hence, the cash flow from the relationship is negative
in the beginning but turns positive as the relationship revenues su-
persede the sales investments.

Figure 16: Estimating the potential future cash flows from a customer rela-
tionship.
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The selection of value sales
customers should include an
assessment of the potential fu-
ture cash flows from the cus-
tomer relationship.
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Other elements that relate to the future potential of the relation-
ship include reference value, customer’s growth potential (in terms
of market share or market growth), competence value (i.e. cus-
tomer’s ability to increase the provider’s competences) and the
provider’s possibilities to increase customer share. 

Thus, relationship value should be a combination of past, current
and future elements. As a summary, the relationship value ele-
ments can include the following elements:

• Past: Volume, revenue, profitability, customer share
• Today: Relationship strength, customer’s perception of the

provider
• Future: Customer’s growth potential, reference value, compe-

tence value, provider’s growth potential.

Each element can be further broken down into smaller compo-
nents. For example, relationship strength can be looked at as a
combination of the scope of contacts to the customer (only pur-
chasing, purchasing and other functions, all functions), the level of
contacts to the different functions (operational, management, ex-
ecutive), the length of the relationship, the position of the compe-
tition, and the customer’s perception of the provider. 

Each customer can be analyzed to build a relationship value index
and the sales investment can be allocated based on the relation-
ship value of each customer. For each company, the relationship
value elements look different depending on the industry and the
company’s strategy. The relationship value index should be used to
determine which customers are the ones that should receive the
greatest attention and therefore the greatest sales investment. 

The customer base analysis should result in a relationship value
based segmentation of the customers. The customers can be di-
vided for instance into the following segments: 

• Key customers. The most important and valuable customers
are ‘key customers”. Sometimes the most promising custom-
ers are still further separated and called strategic customers or
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accounts. This group forms customer assets where the expect-
ed value is extremely high in the foreseeable future.

• Important customers. Clients that should not be considered
key customers but that are more important than many others
are classified as ‘important customers’. The name for this
group varies: some companies call this group ‘contract cus-
tomers’, while others use the term ‘cornerstone customers’,
etc. The problem in naming this group is the tendency of the
name to spread to customers that are not included in the
group. For them it is not nice to know that they are not as im-
portant. In order to avoid bad will, the internal names of the
groups should be treated with special care.

• Normal customers. The rest of the customer base is located
here. Again different terms exist: some companies call this
group only ‘customers’, or others ‘basic customers’, or ‘trans-
action customers’, etc.

When the value of the relationship has been determined, one
needs to define the sales investments for each customer segment.
The sales investments include the allocated resources in the form
of people, time, meetings, demos, samples, trials, etc. 

For key customers a whole account team could be allocated in-
cluding an account manager. The size of the team is dependent on
the expected revenues and profit. The account manager is a per-
son capable of understanding the customer’s business and able to
propose process improvements. Other resources in the account
team might include product and application area experts. A meet-
ing structure for a key customer could include regular weekly or
monthly meetings with agendas varying from product perfor-
mance reviews to maintenance meetings. 

The sales investment for important customers is limited to a sales
manager and possibly a product expert. There are fewer meetings
and the customer is encouraged to use other channels as well.
Other sales channels could be the main channels for normal ac-
counts. 
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Select the right customers: Good, neutral and bad money

When analyzing companies’ revenue sources and the company’s
ability to implement its chosen strategy, investors and analysts of-
ten utilize the concepts of good money, neutral money and bad money.
The concepts are useful in discussing sales investments as well.

Revenues from customers that belong to the strategically selected
customer segments are called good money. These revenues increase
the market share of the provider and eventually lead to a market
leader position. Scarce resources are allocated according to the
strategy. Investors also view revenues from the main markets and
the selected segments as signs that the company is following its
strategy and benefiting from it. These revenues and profits in-
crease the short-term results and also make these revenue streams
more predictable. 

Sometimes companies receive requests for proposals outside their
customer selection. They come from customers that do not fit
perfectly into the market definition. Revenues from these custom-
ers do not increase the market share but build up short-term prof-
its. This kind of revenue is called neutral money. Neutral money is
also income resulting from divestments and gains from currency
fluctuations. These revenues improve short-term profits but do
not tell anything about future profits. 

Bad money is revenue from outside the current market definitions
and customer segmentation, which represents opportunistic reve-
nues far away from the main market. These deals require scarce re-
sources to be allocated away from the main markets and custom-
ers. In the longer term, this could result in declining revenues
from existing markets and customers, and therefore result in loss-
es in market share. In the long run, the predictability of revenue
resulting from opportunistic deals falls significantly, resulting in
lower expectations from the investors’ point of view. 
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Investors want to see companies
allocating their sales investments
to markets and customers that
support their chosen strategy.
Hence, companies should focus on the pursuit of good money i.e.
focus the sales investments on the strategically selected customer
segments.

Allocating resources to sales projects

The further in the sales process one advances, the higher the in-
vestment into the project becomes. Therefore, it is important to
have consistent criteria on when to invest more and when to stop
investing. If the criteria for choosing the projects in which to in-
vest are correct and the whole sales organization is following these
criteria, then the company is executing the strategy. This is very
important for both the top management and the shareholders.

Analyzing the prospect portfolio

When the prospect has passed the pre-evaluation phase and more
information about the prospect is gathered, one has to make the
decision of bidding or not bidding on a given project. Typically,
this decision determines how much resources are allocated to the
project. In most cases, the bidding process is very expensive and
requires demos, pilots, factory tours, visits to reference sites, etc.
All these represent significant investments, and the decision to al-
locate such resources should be made carefully. 

An acid test for strategy imple-
mentation is to identify those
prospects that will not receive
any investment. If resources are
allocated to all customer pros-
pects, then the company clearly
does not have a defined strategy of which customers and prospect
to pursue. 

Company’s sales investments
should focus on the pursuit of
good money.

If resources are allocated to all
customer prospects, then the
company clearly does not have a
defined strategy of which cus-
tomers and prospect to pursue.
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In order to evaluate the identified prospect, one has to look at two
dimensions. It is not enough to look at only the profit potential of
a given project and allocate resources based on that. There should
be two dimensions in analyzing the prospect. The first one is the
project’s attractiveness to us and the second is our chance to win
the project. 

Assessing the attractiveness of a project

The first dimension should measure how attractive the prospect is
from the provider’s point of view. In the initial phase of the pros-
pect, the attractiveness is based on the following criteria:

• The lead represents the provider’s core competence
• It fits into the provider’s customer selection
• The customer or the project could be used as a reference for

further sales.

Clearly, the most important criterion is how well the prospect rep-
resents the provider’s core competence. If it is outside the core
competence area, then pursuing such a prospect requires a change
in the current strategy. Naturally, it is possible to make a change to
the strategy and allocate resources to such projects. Altogether
these kinds of decisions cannot be made very often. 

The second most important criterion is the fit into the customer
selection. Choosing prospects that come from current customers
supports the strategy and deepens the provider’s knowledge of the
customer’s people and processes. When successful, they also in-
crease the share of the customer and the market share.

After making sure that the identified prospect represents good
money and it clearly supports the provider’s strategy, one has to
analyze the value of the prospect. This analysis can be made using
the following criteria:

• Short-term profit potential
• Long-term business potential
• Matching budget allocation
• Learning value for the provider
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The most important of these is the profit potential. If the pros-
pect has a high profit potential then it makes sense to invest more
into this prospect. Sometimes projects could be viewed as “door-
openers” and the real potential is achieved later on. Then it might
be possible to invest in prospects that lead to other prospects ei-
ther with the same customer or with another customer. If these
kinds of decisions are made frequently, then there should be mate-
rial available to analyze whether the decisions were based on real-
istic expectations. 

Assessing the provider’s chance to win

The other dimension in analyzing sales prospect is the provider’s
chance to win. This dimension is as important as the other, but it
is also more sensitive to the amount of resources allocated to each
prospect. It is difficult to draw a clear line between the prospects
that receive resources and the ones that will be dropped. It is very
difficult to affect the criteria on the customer attractiveness di-
mension while the criteria on the provider’s chance to win can be
affected. 

The sales investments should be allocated to prospects where the
provider’s chance to win is already at a high level. The investments
could also be allocated in order to increase the chances to win. 

The criteria for the provider’s chance to win during the early phas-
es of the sales prospect are:

• The provider’s knowledge of the decision-making process
• The provider’s internal references at the customer.

Definitely the more important criterion is the knowledge of the
decision-making process. Knowing the different roles (economic
buyer, user, technical buyer, coach), planning and executing ac-
tions based on what is important for each role and facilitating the
negotiation process should be done in such a way that the deci-
sion-making process is easy for the customer and the time to run
it is minimized.
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When the decision-making process is clear and the provider has
identified the role of each person, focus should be given to the
following criteria:

• Customer’s participation in the sales process
• Positioning against competition
• Financial value to the customer (value creation)
• Strength of the relationship
• Matching cultures
• Customer’s urgency to close the deal.

Out of these criteria, the most important is the customer’s partici-
pation in the sales process. If the customer is providing the specs,
asking for predefined proposals and making the decision based on
only reading the proposals, the level of customer participation is
low. On the other hand, if the specs are defined together with the
provider, the proposal is reviewed together, the provider is able to
meet with and understand the issues of all roles and the customer
is willing to set up a meeting to go through the proposal, then the
chance of winning will be greater. 

Determining the sales investment strategy

When both the attractiveness and the chance-to-win dimensions
are analyzed, the investment strategy per prospect can be deter-
mined. Knowing the customer’s
attractiveness and mapping that
with the provider’s chances to
win, a matrix can be drawn. 

This matrix will help in deter-
mining the level of sales invest-
ments as well as selecting the sales strategies. Each of the boxes
represents a different sales investment strategy. 

Once the attractiveness of the
customer, and the chance-to-
win the prospect have been an-
alyzed, the investment strate-
gy per prospect can be
determined.
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Figure 17: Project evaluation matrix

When the customer is not very attractive and the changes of win-
ning the case are low, the sales investment strategy should be drop
or minimal investment. This strategy should be the easiest to
deploy. Both customer attractiveness and the provider’s chances of
winning are low. These prospects should be dropped early in the
sales cycle and resources should be allocated to elsewhere. Some-
times the customer might be in such a situation that these pros-
pects turn into orders without any sales efforts. Even then, the
prospect should be carefully evaluated to prevent generating bad
money. 

When the provider’s chances of winning are high but the customer
attractiveness is low, the secure strategy should be deployed. The
profit margin should be set at the right level. The proportion of
sales prospects that fall into this category is low the when cash
flow situation of the provider is good, and the capacity utilization
is at a high level. But if the provider is experiencing a shortage of
cash flow, the proportion of secure prospects is larger. 

The most interesting cases from the point of view of market share
growth come from the invest strategy. These are sales prospects
where the customer’s attractiveness is high but the provider’s
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chances of winning them are low. Investing into these prospects
should move the prospect to the right in the matrix i.e. the sales
should focus on actions that increase the provider’s chances of
winning. Investing in these prospects will have an effect on the
profit level of the prospect and hence, the prospects should lead
to additional prospects or cash flows in the future. 

Don’t lose strategy is for prospects where both the provider’s
chances of winning and the customer’s attractiveness are high.
These are typically big prospects from existing customers or from
customers within the current customer selection. Losing such a
prospect would have effects on both short-term profits and the
market share. Therefore, maintaining the market share and the
share of the customer are driving this strategy. 

One of the difficulties in evaluating sales prospects is determining
where the horizontal and vertical dividers are located. The relative
size of each strategy quadrant i.e.
the number of prospects to fall
into each category is dependent
of the current status of the pro-
vider’s business. In the case of
full capacity, companies should
be very careful about which
prospects to allocate resources
to. Sales investments should be focused only on projects with high
attractiveness. This means that the horizontal line is drawn a little
higher. On the other hand, if times are difficult, any revenue is
better that no revenue at all. Hence, the vertical line is drawn a bit
to the left. 

Altogether, the different strategies should guide the sales invest-
ments so that the selected company strategy is supported. The
sales function is bound to identify opportunities outside the cur-
rent strategic framework every now and again. In value sales this
might become more obvious than in other sales strategies. When
value sales is focused on identifying opportunities for customer
process innovation, the current resources and capabilities of the
provider have to be viewed carefully. This may sometimes lead to
new strategic statements or new partners. 

The relative size of each strate-
gy quadrant i.e. the number of
prospects to fall into each cat-
egory is dependent of the cur-
rent status of the provider’s
business.
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Without a clear selection criterion for which prospects to invest
in, the sales force will act according to their individual skills and
preferences. Usually, this leads to
a situation where the sales force
uses most of their time on pros-
pects from known, nice custom-
ers or on impossible, huge pros-
pects. In a recent study it was es-
timated that 30 – 45 % of sales
investments are focused on cases that are easy and fun and anoth-
er 30 – 45 % on “impossible” ones.

On one hand, the sales force is used to working with long-time
customers and since they are often fun and easy to work with,
sales force spends a considerable amount of time with them. On
the other hand, the sales force is always interested in big and chal-
lenging sales prospects despite the fact that they may be far from
the main markets and close to impossible to win. Winning these
types of prospects is considered “heroic” since they are big in vol-
ume or they are prospects with entirely new customers. 

Reallocating resources from these types of cases (secure strategy
for the fun and easy, drop for the impossible) to other potential
prospects (invest) will result in better hit-rates and increased mar-
ket share.

Summary & self-assessment

This chapter focused on the principles for sales investment alloca-
tions. Since resources are limited and since the mistakes in cus-
tomer selection take time to surface, careful customer selection is
critical.

Sales investments ought to be allocated based on the value of cus-
tomer the relationship to the provider. One of the most important
dimensions in resource-heavy and time-consuming value sales is
the future potential of the customer i.e. the net present value of
the customer relationship. 

The sales force often uses
most of their time on pros-
pects from known, nice cus-
tomers or on impossible, huge
prospects.
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In addition to making resource allocation decisions regarding cus-
tomers or customer segments, also the individual sales prospects
ought to be assessed. Customer’s willingness to partner and the
provider’s change of realizing the sale should be the basis for allo-
cating resources into individual sales prospects. 

The statements below can be used to make a quick assessment of
how well developed the sales function is in your own organization.
If you agree with the majority of statements, the sales function is
probably rather well developed. If “no” is the most common an-
swer, you might find it helpful to turn back a few pages in the
chapter and re-read the parts that seem to need further develop-
ment. If you are currently developing the sales practices in your
organization, you are probably on the right track and this book
might be of use in helping to stay on course.

Statement Yes No Under
development

The principles for determining the most valuable custom-
ers have been clearly defined

There are clear definitions on how the sales force should 
allocate their time & efforts to different customers

The sales efforts are focused on the most valuable cus-
tomers according to the defined criteria

There are clearly defined criteria for evaluating sales 
prospects

The tool for evaluating the sales prospects is used to allo-
cate sales efforts
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7 Sales Forecasting as an Essential 
Element of Strategy

Customer relationships form the backbone of a company’s cash
flows. Many strategic choices and resource allocation decisions are
made based on sales forecasts. Since sales forecasts play such a
pivotal role in the decision-making, the sales function needs to be
heavily involved in the company’s strategy process. 

Furthermore, the sales management should put effort into in-
creasing the accuracy of the forecasts. One main method for in-
creasing forecasting accuracy is systematic management of the so-
called sales funnel. 

This chapter takes a look at means for improving the accuracy of
sales forecasts, and focuses on sales funnel management as an im-
portant tool for every sales manager.

Sales forecasting guides strategic actions

It can be argued, that the sales function has the best knowledge
and understanding of the customers’ current business situations
and the future outlook of their businesses. Hence, sales function
also possesses the best view on the possible effects of customer
relationships to the provider’s performance. The sales function
obtains valuable information gathered from customer encoun-
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ters, which can be used for the benefit of other processes in the
company.

The sales management is responsible for producing forecasts on
the structure and volume of future cash flows. The sales forecast-
ing strongly relies on sales re-
sults from the previous period,
current order flow, customer
knowledge and various market
studies and research. These fore-
casts are the basis for many re-
sources allocation decisions e.g.
production capacity decisions.
Since forecasting plays such a key role in predicting the future suc-
cess and heavily affects the investment decisions made in the man-
agement, it is essential that sales can provide (in co-operation with
the financing staff) as reliable and accurate estimates and forecasts
of future business as possible. 

Sales volumes and future cash flows are not the only inputs to the
board. The sales function should also be able to monitor the com-
petitive environment and identify situations that could have an im-
pact on resource allocation decisions. Collecting and utilizing cus-
tomer knowledge is also a part of input data to forecasting. This
data is valuable to marketing, R&D and offering development.

The ability to forecast is a core
competence of any sales func-
tion and efforts should be made
to enhance the quality of these
forecasts. Common definitions
and processes ensure the consis-
tency of the data in the funnel and provide the basis for objective
forecasting.

Since forecasting affects the
investment decisions made in
the management, it is essential
that sales can provide as reli-
able forecasts of future busi-
ness as possible.

Common definitions and pro-
cesses ensure the consistency
of the data in the funnel and
provide the basis for objective
forecasting.
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In order to produce valid and relevant information, the forecast-
ing procedure should contain at least some of the following ele-
ments: 

• Forecasting is a systematic and commonly defined process
• Forecasting is based mostly on facts and figures, but also has

elements that combine the tacit knowledge and research infor-
mation into the metrics

• The forecasting procedure is carried out in a way that the re-
sults can be compared to the previous evaluation periods 

• The metrics used for evaluation are those that represent the
strategic objectives of the company 

Looking more closely at the forecasting of how sales leads are
turned into orders creates a “funnel” of sales cases in different
stages. The following figure depicts the logic of the funnel. Sales
leads are “poured” into the funnel from the top and as leads
progress through the different phases of the sales process, the
number of prospects decreases. At the bottom of the funnel, only
a certain proportion of the original leads have been turned into ac-
tual orders.

This sales funnel is a powerful sales management tool for sales
planning and enhancing the reliability of sales forecasts. Managing
the sales funnel is imperative for accurate forecasting. Consistent
sales funnel management improves predictability and enables
more proactive management. 
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Figure 18: The sales funnel.

Sales Funnel is the basis for forecasting

The quality of the sales funnel correlates with the quality of the
sales person and even the whole function. The more accurate the
forecasting, the better chances the management has in making the
right decisions. The accuracy of
the forecasting is dependent on
many factors. The simplest prin-
ciple related to any reporting is
“garbage in, garbage out”. 

The definition of “garbage” is difficult. The information content
in a given report related to a sales project might be correct from
the sales person’s point of view. The information might also be
correct from the management point of view. The problem lies in
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combining reports from differ-
ent sales persons, teams or areas.
Sales opportunities are usually at-
tached with information related
to the size, content, closing date, delivery date and probability of
winning the case. The one item that has the most room for inter-
pretation is the probability of winning the case.

The probability is usually reported in percentages (e.g. an opportu-
nity has a 75 % change of actualizing) and this percentage is used
to build a picture of the real value of the funnel by calculating a
weighted average of the funnel value. Sales persons that are opti-
mistic about the future tend to give more positive percentages of
their opportunities compared with people with a more pessimistic
outlook. If the team is mature and the team leader knows the per-
sonalities of the sales person, he or she can adjust the reports ac-
cordingly. If this is not the case, the reports tend to be misleading.

One way of minimizing the differences between personal interpre-
tations is to agree what each percentage means. Each company
has their own way of developing an opportunity and turning an
opportunity into an order by in-
vesting sales efforts in it. The
common definitions can be
made by depicting the sales pro-
cess, and linking the percentages
to the sales process phases. In
that case, the percentages don’t
actually describe the probability of the opportunity but how far
the sales process has advanced regarding the specified opportuni-
ty. Naturally, it could be assumed that the further the sales process
advances, the higher the probability of the order becomes. How-
ever, the distinction between these two should be made clear. Ver-
bal descriptions of the percentages also help the sales people to in-
terpret the definitions in the same way. 

For instance, utilizing the sales process phases as the starting point,
ten per cent might mean that the sales opportunity has been identi-
fied. Once the funnel has been used for a while and the historical
data can be analyzed, it can be retrospectively calculated how many

The common definitions can be
made by depicting the sales
process and by linking the per-
centages to the sales process
phases.

The one item that has the most
room for interpretation is the
probability of winning the case.
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of “10 % opportunities” are needed to get one order. After such an
analysis the percentage can be adjusted. Fifty per cent probability
could indicate a situation where the provider has sent out a priced
proposal. Sending out a proposal means that the provider has de-
cided to allocate resources to winning this opportunity and there-
fore is willing to invest time in preparing it. Again, historical data
can be used to calculate the actual hit rate and to adjust the figure
accordingly. 

The probability definitions can be
linked to predefined criteria (clear
milestones in the sales process),
which ought to be used through-
out the organization to ensure
consistent reporting. The proba-
bilities for each milestone need to be defined separately for each
company and they are likely to differ greatly depending on the na-
ture of the business and the sales strategy. The successful criteria
for defining the status of sales cases may often include the follow-
ing steps and e.g. the following probabilities:

Figure 19: Example of sales cases status definitions and the corresponding
probabilities.

The above status levels can be divided into more specific state-
ments according to the needs of the company. The core idea of
defining the criteria is to have a common way of evaluating the
prospects to obtain more efficient resource assignment. The status
and probability of the prospects are used as input for forecasting
together with other relevant metrics, i.e. expected decision

Sales case status Probability

Lead is qualified 10 %

Proposal without a price 30 %

Proposal with price 50 %

Suggested solution accepted by customer 70 %

Purchasing decision made 90 %

Order received 100 %

Project cancelled or lost 0 %

The probability definitions can
be linked to predefined criteria
that ought to be used through-
out the organization to ensure
consistent reporting.
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month/year. Sales managers can compare the sales cases to gain
an understanding of the prospect base value. This is sometimes re-
ferred to as sales managers “cockpit”, since the most relevant data
of the sales prospects is gathered as funnel data, and based on this
information the shape of the funnel can be calculated.

If the percentages are used to indicate how likely it is that the pro-
vider is going to win a given deal then the management’s task is
slightly easier. They know exactly how opportunities are advancing
in the funnel but there two opportunities both with a 75 % rating
may still be quire different. If the percentages are tied to the sales
process phases, the management does not know the customer atti-
tude towards the offer. In order to keep the funnel as simple as
possible, the sales management may choose to categorize oppor-
tunities from the customer’s point of view with just three different
categorizations: developing, stable or fading.

• Developing. An opportunity is developing when the custom-
er is willing to discuss it with the provider. The customer is
asking for more information and is interested in the details of
the proposal. One task of the sales function is to keep the op-
portunity status on developing and the customer’s focus on it. 

• Stable. Sometimes the negotiation process is stagnated and
the status of the opportunity is stable. Nothing happens for a
while, there are no meetings with the customer and the cus-
tomer is not asking for more detailed information. It is impor-
tant for the sales force to differentiate this phase from fading. 

• Fading. Usually the opportunity is fading when the customer
is viewing more lucrative solutions. If the stable status has
continued for some time (could be for a few weeks) then the
status is changed to fading and management must take appro-
priate action. The status also has an effect on chances of win-
ning the case.

Sales management is always concerned about the hit-rate of sales
efforts and the accuracy of sales forecasts. Using the sales funnel
in reporting and following up the sales function performance are
ways for finding answers to these questions. By comparing the tar-
geted, forecasted and actual sales results, the accuracy of forecasts
and the hit-rate of sales efforts can be calculated. 
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In addition, different views and
graphs can be produced for cre-
ating a higher-level understand-
ing of how many leads are need-
ed to obtain the required funnel
size and order flow. After the
percentage and the phase of the opportunity are known then the
management needs to understand when the order is received,
when the delivery will happen and what kind of cash flows are at-
tached to the delivery.

Managing the Sales Funnel

Conscientious management of the sales cases is one of the most
important tasks of the sales functions. The sales funnel is the cen-
tral tool for managing the sales, and it is linked closely to other
sales management tools. By managing the funnel effectively, the
sales management can plan and justify focusing and resource allo-
cation decisions and ensure to the top management and owners
that the business is in good hands.

The sales funnel is a tool for systemizing the sales planning and
ensuring the relevance of planned activities. Each open sales case
is evaluated through common metrics for defining the probability
of getting the order. An improved level of sales planning enhances
the accuracy and the usability of these forecasts – and the experi-
ences of the relevance of differ-
ent sales activities in different
stages of the sales process grow
over time. The evaluation results
can then be used for enhanced
forecasts of how long the expect-
ed time-to-order is in specific
sales cases and also forecasts of
cumulative order flow for the next period. The sales funnel pro-
vides the sales management with more accurate estimates of how
long it will take for a sales lead to evolve into an order.

By managing the funnel effec-
tively, the sales management
can plan and justify resource
allocation decisions and ensure
to the top management that
the business is in good hands.

By comparing the targeted,
forecasted and actual sales re-
sults, the accuracy of fore-
casts and the hit-rate of sales
efforts can be calculated. 
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Systematic usage of the sales
funnel results in a much better
understanding of the linkages
between sales and company’s fi-
nancial figures. Additionally,
there are benefits that give more
possibilities for the sales management for proactively managing
the customer base and focusing the efforts. Different challenges in
sales can be identified more reliably through the formation of a
more thorough understanding of the current status of the pros-
pect base and the sales funnel value. The information is useful in
objective setting, action planning and resource allocation.

The educational aspect of the sales funnel should not be over-
looked either. Ideally the funnel management should involve all
the organizational levels in sales.
The sales funnel provides a com-
mon framework and language for
discussing sales-related issues. It
should be noted however that
the goal is not to increase the
amount of internal meetings and tie resources but to better align-
ing the resources to the most potential prospects. 

The sales funnel is closely linked to systematic sales processes and
concepts. Systematic sales process and funnel management both
work in favor of unifying the performance levels of individual
sales representatives. By increasing the accuracy of forecasts and
by reducing the sales performance gaps, the sales management has
better possibilities to address the key challenges proactively.

Finding The Optimal Sales Funnel

Sales management strives to guide and manage the sales function
so that it produces a funnel of sales cases that is optimal for the
company in relation to the set goals and objectives. The nature of
the business, ability to generate leads and effectiveness of sales ac-
tivities shape the form of the sales funnel. 

The sales funnel provides a
common framework and lan-
guage for discussing sales-re-
lated issues.

Systematic usage of the sales
funnel results in a much better
understanding of the linkages
between sales and company’s
financial figures
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Some characteristics can be identified in different types of funnels.
The following figure describes the differences between different
types of funnels:

Figure 20: Different types of sales funnels.

• A long and narrow funnel. This type of sales funnel indi-
cates that the duration of the sales process is long – it takes a
lot of time to get an order from a lead. The long sales process
may depend on the characteristics of sales (i.e. big projects
with high investment requirements), but there might also be
some inefficiency in the sales process that ought to be exam-
ined. Narrowness of the funnel means in some cases poor
generation of leads or poor co-ordination of sales activities
and marketing efforts.

• A wide funnel compared to the order flow value. A wide
funnel has quite an impressive number of sales leads. Howev-
er, the sales function does not necessarily perform at their best
level since the order generation rate is remarkably low. This
low hit-rate might be explained by poor selection of leads.
Also the effectiveness of the sales process is somewhat low
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and it can be a symptom of difficulties in focusing the efforts
on the most potential cases.

• The optimal funnel. There is sufficient generation of rele-
vant leads by marketing and sales. The hit-rate is high owing to
the right focus of efforts. The optimal sales funnel also indi-
cates that investments in marketing and sales are well in bal-
ance and the organization works effectively in closing the
deals.

The sales management needs to
define the optimal shape and di-
mensions of the company’s sales
funnel. Using common defini-
tions helps the management in
forecasting and understanding the sales process and its steps pro-
vides input to the funnel management. 

Summary & self-assessment

Sales forecasting by definition is an estimate of the future cash
flows and can hence never be 100 % accurate. Sales forecasts are
the basis for many strategy and investment decisions and hence,
the sales management ought to put effort into increasing the ac-
curacy of forecasting.

The sales funnel is the main tool for sales management and fore-
casting. The sales funnel provides the sales management with
more accurate estimates of how long it will take for a sales lead to
evolve into an order. The funnel harmonizes the terminology
within the company, enhances the comparability of forecasts from
different sales teams, and enables the analysis of sales process
progress and hit-rates. The sales management needs to define the
optimal shape and dimensions of the company’s sales funnel in or-
der to define the needed amount of sales prospects to meet the
targets.

The statements below can be used to make a quick assessment of
how well developed the sales function is in your own organization.
If you agree with the majority of statements, the sales function is

The sales management needs
to define the optimal shape
and dimensions of the compa-
ny’s sales funnel.
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probably rather well developed. If “no” is the most common an-
swer, you might find it helpful to turn back a few pages in the
chapter and re-read the parts that seem to need further develop-
ment. If you are currently developing the sales practices in your
organization, you are probably on the right track and this book
might be of use in helping to stay on course.

Statement Yes No Under
development

The sales forecasting is done in a unified way in different 
parts of the organization

The accuracy of forecasting is analyzed regularly

There is a systematic process with clear definitions for 
monitoring the sales ”funnel”

Both the volume and quality of the business in the sales 
”funnel” are followed up regularly by the sales mgmt

The hit rate (won cases/all cases) is monitored regularly

Successful sales cases are analyzed to identify best 
practices

Lost cases are analyzed systematically 

The sales ”funnel” can be monitored automatically from 
a support system (IT) 
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8 Assessing Value Sales 
Performance

Sales management is accountable for sales function performance.
In order to understand what is going on in the sales function and
to identify areas for improvement, the sales management needs
methods for measuring the current state of the sales function with
respect to the set targets. 

Sales function performance can be evaluated in two ways: 1) as-
sessing the competences and actions of the sales personnel and 2)
measuring the business results of the sales activities. Assessing the
competences of the sales function is about creating a picture of
the competence levels of the sales organization in order to identify
needed human resource development initiatives, and to monitor
the adoption of new sales strategies.

Traditionally, sales volume and sales margin have been key perfor-
mance indicators of sales. These are often followed on a sales unit
level, sales team/person level, per customer segment or per cus-
tomer. In addition, the sales activity level (e.g. customer visits, pro-
posals made) is often monitored. Moving from product sales to-
wards solution and further to value sales sets some pressures of
measuring the performance also with more advanced metrics. In-
cluding metrics that measure the value not only to the provider
but also to the customer are becoming increasingly important. 
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This chapter focuses on methods for assessing the competence
profiles of the individual sales people as well as the metrics for
measuring value sales performance.

Assessing competence profiles

Moving from product and solution sales to value sales puts new
demands on sales force competences. In product sales, the main
sales force competences relate to product knowledge and basic
sales techniques and communication skills. As the company moves
towards solution and value sales, the sales force is faced with in-
creasing demands for a deeper solution and application under-
standing, enhanced customer business process understanding and
understanding of the financial impacts on the customer’s business.

Value sales orientation necessi-
tates a wide set of competences
and it is evident that sales is in-
creasingly becoming a team ef-
fort that enables combining the
required competences. As dis-
cussed earlier, commonly defined
processes and tools enable faster strategy implementation, as stra-
tegic changes and transformation are made concretely visible by
changes in the defined working processes and tools.

Therefore, the competence profile of a sales person should consist
of two elements: 1) the personal sales skills, and 2) applying the
company way. Assessing the personal sales skills refers to assessing
the person’s ability to engage in a proactive sales process and to
possess the required competenc-
es for generating sales. Personal
sales skills comprise, e.g. the ca-
pability to initiate and maintain
customer contacts, knowledge of
customers' business logic, general
business skills and the ability to provide input for developing com-
pany’s operations.

Commonly defined processes
and tools enable faster strate-
gy implementation, as chang-
es are made concretely visible
by changes in the defined
working processes and tools.

The competence profile of a
sales person should consist of
two elements: 1) the personal
sales skills, and 2) applying the
company way.
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Applying the company ways refers to analyzing the extent to
which the person utilizes personal working methods and to which
degree the commonly defined operating models. Assessing the ap-
plication of company way can include, e.g. the qualification of
sales forecasting and sales funnel, systematic working methods,
use of resources, sharing and spreading information and the usage
of defined processes and tools (e.g. account plan, project evalua-
tion tool, etc.) 

Figure 21: Evaluating sales person profiles.

Based on the two dimensions, the person is positioned in a matrix
in one of four categories:

• Committed possesses an ideal profile of a sales person: highly
skilled and proactive in personal sales skills and complies well
with the common operating models of the company.

• Detached is a good and proactive sales person but he does
things his own way and is not motivated to utilize common
tools or processes. The person may be delivering good results
but is not likely to share his customer knowledge with others
and may find it difficult to work as a part of a wider sales
team.
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• Compliant is a sales person who “does what he’s told”, i.e. he
acts well according to company culture and defined processes
but is not very active in his sales efforts. For him, additional
training in personal sales skills could improve the sales results.

• Deficient clearly requires actions since the person does things
his own way, and does not possess very good personal sales
skills. Motivating him to utilize common processes and tools
that take him through the critical steps of the sales process can
compensate this person’s poorer performance and lower sales
results.

Naturally, assessing competence profiles cannot be left to mechan-
ical tools but needs to include personal judgment, evaluations
from co-workers, and the review of actual sales results. However, a
systematic and structured approach enables the sales management:

• To analyze the current status of the sales force and collect
structured information on the sales force competence profile
for decision-making purposes

• To evaluate individual performances for development discus-
sion purposes

• To find out the key focus areas for sales force competence de-
velopment 

• To set personal competence development goals for the sales
persons for the next period

• To identify needs for new personnel recruitment

Relevant metrics for Value Sales Performance

In business-to-business sales, turning prospects into orders and
projects may take long – even several years. In these cases, it is es-
sential to have certain milestones and metrics that follow the
progress of the process, measure the implementation of planned
activities and evaluate the sales efficiency level. Again, the key is to
understand the relationship between the systematic sales process,
defined metrics and the resulting sales performance level. 

The following list presents some issues worth a thought when de-
fining the metrics for sales.
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• Simplicity. Use of limited amount of metrics is recommend-
ed. Measuring only the critical issues and avoiding metrics that
are not critical to success will provide the sales management
with relevant metrics. It is beneficial to concentrate on issues
that salespeople can affect and change metrics or broaden the
scope to increase the motivation.

• Focus on the outcomes. Extensive focus on measuring ac-
tivities produces activities and often at the cost of lower out-
comes. Hence, metrics should focus mainly on the desired
outcomes.

• First metrics, then remuneration. It is wise to link metrics
with the reward system when the relevance of metrics has
been proved. Testing metrics before introducing rewarding
systems and avoiding too complex measurement systems are
important in defining the metrics system.

• Long-term scope. Considering what is important in the long
term, rather than focusing on issues that seem urgent at the
moment, will result in a more balanced set of metrics. Urgent
issues get attention anyway and longer-term performance is-
sues often seem to be “victims of the urgent issues”. It should
be noted, however, that different sales orientations might re-
quire different metrics and scope.

• Both “hard & soft” metrics. Putting effort into developing
metrics for soft issues as well and considering the importance
of the customer’s perspective in the selection of metrics are
things that should not be neglected.

• Forming a valuable sales tool. Participation of the sales
force in the development and usage of metrics helps to build a
valuable sales tool. A systematic process for measuring and
linking it to the remuneration system is needed for establishing
the metrics in the use of sales function. Using the same met-
rics “over the cycle”, consistency of processes and openness
for improvements are additional issues that should be evaluat-
ed when determining the real value of metrics for the sales
function. 

There are many different types of metrics available for measuring
the sales performance. The most common metrics can be divided
into the following categories: 1) metrics for financial results, 2)
metrics for non-financial results, 3) metrics for sales efficiency and
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4) metrics for sales activities. Examples of the most common met-
rics are depicted in the following figure:

Figure 22: Summary of metrics for measuring the value to the provider.

Financial sales results from the provider’s perspective play a key
role in measuring the sales performance. Such metrics include
sales volume, given discount rates, profitability of sold solutions,
amount of receivables and inventories, cash flow effects of sales,
as well as the EVA – Economic Value Added. 

Sales organizations often face challenges, for instance, in measur-
ing the profitability of sales – some companies measure profitabil-
ity by calculating the sales margin of sales projects at the sales unit
level, but have difficulties in cal-
culating the profitability of indi-
vidual customer relationships.
Not surprisingly, value sales re-

Measure Unit Per sales 
unit

Per sales 
person or 

team

Per 
customer 

segment or 
group

Per
customer

Results
– financial

Sales volume € x x x x

Discounts % x x x x

Profitability
– sales margin 
– gross margin 
– operating profit 
– profit contribution 
– EBITDA 
– net profit

€, % x (x) x (x)

Capital turnover
– receivables (net)
– inventories

Days, € x x x

Cash flow € x (x) x x

EVA €, % x (x) (x)

Customer equity

Results
– non-financial

Market/customer share % x (x) x x

Customer retention/loyalty % x x

Customer satisfaction Index x (x) x x

Efficiency

Cost of sales %, € x x (x)

Length of sales cycle Days, months x (x) x (x)

Hit-rate % x x x x

Activity
Customer visits Number x x x x

Proposals made Number x x x x

Value sales requires the most
advanced approach to measur-
ing the financial results.
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quires the most advanced approach to measuring the financial re-
sults. This is applicable from both the provider’s and customer’s
perspectives. 

Relevant and often used non-financial metrics for sales for the
provider are for instance market or customer share (i.e. company’s
share of customer’s purchasing of a certain product/solution,
etc.), customer retention or churn rate, and level of customer satis-
faction. 

It may occur that sales figures are well aligned with the sales objec-
tives, but the competitors exceed these results with a clear margin.
This underlines the importance of other metrics such as a compa-
ny’s market share or customer share – sometimes companies focus
on certain competitors and evaluate their results compared to
these other players in the market. To obtain a complete picture of
sales force performance, it is recommended to investigate more
closely the sales efficiency and activity metrics and benchmark the
results with the competitors, and compare the results within sales
units and sales teams. 

The need for reducing the cost of sales is familiar to all sales exec-
utives. There is continuous pressure on lowering the cost of sales
per sales volume or the cost of sales per sales margin. These are
very informative and useful metrics especially at the sales function
level and can be used also for measuring the performance of indi-
vidual sales representatives. Other relevant ways to measure sales
efficiency are calculating the length of sales cycle and the hit-rate
percentage from the sales funnel tool. 

Managing the sales function systematically also requires evaluat-
ing the level of activity in sales. The activity metrics may provide
good explanatory results of good or poor sales performance. Sales
activities include items such as customer phone calls and visits,
product demonstrations, and educational events organized by
sales, etc. In some industries, customer visits per day may be the
predominant figure that is followed. Naturally, there is a correla-
tion between the results achieved and the number of customer vis-
its, but these figures must be checked against customer selection,
for example.
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Collecting this information gives management the tools for mak-
ing decisions about needed adjustments to the resource allocation.
If a certain territory is reporting figures that are out of line with
the rest of the figures, then management can take appropriate ac-
tion. Usually these actions are limited to the sales function as such.
The information that the sales persons are collecting and report-
ing is mainly geared towards the purposes of the sales function.
They do not directly provide any value to the customer. 

This approach is usually adequate in product sales. Since the task is
to sell products the management needs information related to cre-
ating activities with the customer. The further towards value sales
the sales organization moves, the more complex the management
information needs become. Reporting plain order volumes per
product area and activity levels does not help the provider in strate-
gic issues such as offering planning and product development.

The relevant and implementable metrics regarding sales results
and value to the provider do not differ significantly among the dif-
ferent sales approaches. In the case of a product sales approach, it
is often enough to analyze customer profitability on a sales margin
level. However, in the solution and value sales approach, the deliv-
ered solution typically has a much broader scope involving differ-
ent kinds of company functions and resources, thus requiring also
a “deeper going” profitability and cash flow analysis. This means
analyzing the profitability, e.g. at an operating margin level.

For the activity measures it must
be remembered that their pur-
pose is to lead the sales organiza-
tion into the right direction, but
that more is not always better. In
some cases there might be an over investment into, e.g. customer
visits and/or proposals made without the expected “hard” sales
results. In the end the results-related metrics are always more im-
portant than the activity-related metrics.

It is extremely important for customer loyalty and long-term com-
petitive strength of the provider to remember that the fulfillment
of the promised value to the customers has to be measured. For

In the end the results-related
metrics are always more impor-
tant than the activity-related
metrics.
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this reason, organizations should strive to measure the result of
their contribution to the customers’ results. This should be done
in a systematic way by developing and using relevant metrics,
which report results from the customers’ perspective. 

Summary & self-assessment

Sales function performance can be evaluated in two ways: 1) as-
sessing the competences and actions of the sales personnel, and 2)
measuring the business results of the sales activities. 

Assessing the competences of the sales people should take into
consideration both the personal sales skills and the degree to
which the person acts according to commonly defined processes.

Value sales strategy implies the need to measure the sales perfor-
mance with more advanced metrics. The most common metrics
can be divided into the following categories: 1) metrics for finan-
cial results, 2) metrics for non-financial results, 3) metrics for sales
efficiency and 4) metrics for sales activities. Including metrics that
measure the value not only to the provider but also to the custom-
er are becoming increasingly important.

The statements below can be used to make a quick assessment of
how well developed the sales function is in your own organization.
If you agree with the majority of statements, the sales function is
probably rather well developed. If “no” is the most common an-
swer, you might find it helpful to turn back a few pages in the
chapter and re-read the parts that seem to need further develop-
ment. If you are currently developing the sales practices in your
organization, you are probably on the right track and this book
might be of use in helping to stay on course.
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Statement Yes No Under
development

The competence profiles of the sales function are moni-
tored systematically and regularly.

The performance assessment measures both sales results 
and the execution of the defined processes (the ”compa-
ny way”)

In addition to volume and profitability, the sales perfor-
mance metrics cover other dimensions as well.

The sales performance metrics cover our balance sheet 
items 

The sales performance metrics cover customer's balance 
sheet items 

The sales teams are measured according to the economic 
value added (EVA) they create for the company
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9 The Role of Sales in Managing 
the Customer Asset

There is a growing awareness among business management that
the investments companies make into products, distribution chan-
nels, research and development
are driven by customer demands
and are actually investments into
customers. Viewing customers as
something a company invests in,
moves customer issues from the
profit and loss statement to the balance sheet. Customers become
assets that have to be managed in the same way as other assets, be
that they are on the balance sheet or off the balance sheet. 

This chapter will take a look at the implications of viewing cus-
tomers as assets and the role of the sales function in increasing the
value of this asset.

The Customer Asset is the most important asset 
not on the balance sheet

An interesting development that accentuates the value of custom-
ers is the development of the market value to book value relation of
major listed corporations. The ratio was approximately 1 in the
1970s and the average ratio today for S&P 500 companies is be-

Viewing customers as some-
thing a company invests in,
moves customer issues from
the profit and loss statement to
the balance sheet.
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tween 2 and 2,5. This means that more than half of the value of
the company – as seen by external investors – is something that
cannot be measured by the balance sheet. Investors typically use
concepts like “intangible assets” or “off balance sheet assets” in
their valuations. 

These assets are often structural capital (such as distribution chan-
nels), competence capital (such as the competence of employees
and patents) and customer and brand related issues (such as brand
equity and customer equity). Investors and analysts who look at
the company have apparently made a net present value calculation
of the “off-balance sheet assets”, and that has an impact on their
valuation of the company. 

Whether the off-balance sheet
asset is structural capital or com-
petence capital, all the cash flows
that the analysts will have identi-
fied will be cash flows coming from customers. Hence, we argue
that the most important ingredient of off-balance sheets assets is
customers!

Additionally, many industries are facing a difficult situation in
terms of revenue and profit growth. Many manufacturing indus-
tries have been in deflation for a number of years already, and the
same goes for e.g. financial services. In a period where the market
prices go down, it is very difficult to show any significant revenue
and profit growth – and at the same time, all analysts and inves-
tors are looking for exactly that. 

The pressure is mounting on the CEO’s heads and this pressure
forces them to start to focus on managing the cash flows in a
more efficient manner. CEOs are increasingly interested in under-
standing the half of the company’s value that is not in the balance
sheet. This creates an interest for analyzing how customers could
be managed as assets and how this management practice could be
used to create revenue and profit growth. 

The most important ingredient
of off-balance sheets assets is
customers.
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It is not an understatement to say that the role of the customer is
changing. Due to consolidation in many industries customers’
buying power increases rapidly
which forces suppliers to apply
different sales methods. Some
experts even claim that custom-
ers’ purchasing practices have
changed more dramatically dur-
ing the last twenty years than
providers’ sales practices. In many developed companies purchas-
ing departments are nowadays remunerated based on EVA, which
makes them more interested in any type of process alignment
which can improve their cash flow. The focus on price issues has
not disappeared but there are other dimensions used at the mo-
ment.

Most strategic customer relationships are often multi-regional and
consist of sales of multiple product bundles. Shortly customer re-
lationships have become much more complicated and this leads to
many management issues that have to be solved. The most perti-
nent management issue will be the cross-subsidization between re-
gions and products. 

Hence, the situation is often the following: A customer defined as
a strategic customer is offered special treatment by the supplier
but the supplier’s organization is divided into regions and the cus-
tomer may not be as important in every region. Furthermore,
there might be product groups where the customer is not very im-
portant although the customer is important as a whole. This leads
to a situation where there are regional managers and product man-
agers who have to accept that the customer is given special treat-
ment although the customer is not that important for their region
or product group. The cross-subsidization effect has to be han-
dled in order to make strategic account management possible and
this issue will always surface in the boardroom. Suddenly custom-
ers become a strategic issue. 

Some experts even claim that
customers’ purchasing practic-
es have changed more dramati-
cally during the last twenty
years than providers’ sales
practices. 
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Most large-scale, developed cus-
tomers will require an integrated
approach from the supplier.
They will look for one contact
person and they will ask for solu-
tions where the supplier solves the cross-functional integration
problems. 

Having said all this we have to remember that customer centricity
or customer orientation is very much dependant on relationship
symmetry – how important is the customer to the supplier? There
is a big difference between a situation where 10 of the most im-
portant customers stand for 50 % of turnover, and a situation
where 10 of the most important customers stand for 10 % of the
turnover. Obviously in the first case customers truly have to be
managed as assets as one individual customer can change the en-
tire future of the supplier. 

Leveraging the customer base

Viewing customers as assets will change the role of sales. If cus-
tomer relationships are treated as assets, the management lan-
guage changes from a sales and
marketing language to a financial
language. An important word in
this vocabulary will be “risk”.
Determining the acceptable risk
level with customer assets will be
one of the key tasks of the sales function. 

A company obviously has different types of risks. Some risks are
financial (the company has too much external financing and the fi-
nancing is too expensive), some risks relate to products (the compa-
ny has developed products that will become obsolete and have no
market value), some risks are directly related to customers (obviously
the customers financial stability is a key issue in selecting custom-
ers), and some of the risks relate to the relationship that a company

Determining the acceptable
risk level with customer assets
will be one of the key tasks of
the sales function.

Most large-scale, developed
customers will require an inte-
grated approach from the sup-
plier.
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has with the customer (what is the risk that the customer will ter-
minate the relationship that it has with the company). 

Of these risks sales is primarily responsible for customer and rela-
tionship risks. As customers and the relationships that we have
with the customers will be different, there will be an issue of creat-
ing different kinds of customer portfolios with different types of
risk and revenue profiles. The idea of grouping customers into
portfolios is a key ingredient in customer asset management.
Grouping customers into portfolios enables us to manage them
just like any other portfolio where a return is expected. 

Next generation sales will define the way these portfolios are man-
aged and how investments are made to increase the value of the
portfolios. Managing customer
relationships as assets introduces
new metrics and a new vocabu-
lary into the boardroom. The is-
sues presented by the sales func-
tion become more concrete when
they are presented as facts and can be compared to discussions
concerning other assets. Therefore, the next generation sales func-
tion has to be able to speak the “finance language” used by the fi-
nance department and the CEO and describe the value of the cus-
tomer assets they are responsible for. 

There are three steps of development in leveraging the customer
base. Companies on the first step look at managing customer re-
lationships as a driver of revenue. The focus is on utilizing cross-
selling and up-selling opportunities, and on finding interesting
new solutions to customer situations that could be packaged as
new offerings. 

On the second step, companies look for possibilities to manage
customer relationships as drivers of profit. Most successful CRM
initiatives have focused on using customer knowledge and the
emerging new channels in order to decrease cost to serve. Fur-
thermore, there are ample opportunities for advanced price mech-

The sales function has to be
able to speak the “finance lan-
guage” and describe the value
of the customer assets they are
responsible for. 
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anisms that can be used based on superior knowledge of customer
behavior; the extreme example being the revenue/yield manage-
ment systems used by airlines and the hospitality industries. 

The third step, that some of the most advanced companies have
now reached, is to view the management of customer relation-
ships as a driver of cash-flow and economic value added (EVA).
This is the “final bridge” between marketing / sales departments
and the finance department. At this stage customer relationships
and sales are regarded as a true driver of shareholder value. 

Figure 23: Three steps in leveraging the customer base.

More and more companies are using EVA for performance mea-
surement of their different business units and even product
groups. Target setting by EVA
aligns management and share-
holder objectives. Measuring
sales and account management
performance – not only by reve-
nue and margins but also – by EVA is new and broadens the stra-
tegic importance of the sales function.

Shareholder 
value

Driver of EVA

• From P&L to balance sheet
• Increasing the value of the customer base
• Cash flow effects & risk management

Business
Driver of Profits

• Integrated in business & yearly planning 
processes

• Customer profitability 
• Focus on customer selection

Sales
Driver of revenue

• Cross-selling and up-selling
• Multi-product & -divisional environments
• Account planning and organizational alignment

Measuring sales and account
management performance by
EVA broadens the strategic im-
portance of the sales function.
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The elements of Customer Asset Management

Customer asset management can be approached on different lev-
els and from different viewpoints. Some of the issues are strategic
to their nature whereas others are operational. Some of them are
issues that can be handled by the sales function and some of them
require cross-functional alignment. Some of the work to be done
is work already carried out in different departments of the compa-
ny and some of these require new competences. Some of the work
can be dealt with using existing metrics and some again require to-
tally new types of metrics. 

Typical elements in a customer asset management strategy are the
following:

• The definition of a customer strategy
• A plan for developing the quality of the customer base
• A plan for developing a supplier’s relationship to its most valu-

able customers
• A plan for cross-functional alignment around the customer
• The management of investments into relationship.

These elements are shortly described in the following chapters. 

Develop a customer strategy – define the ideal 
customer base

Most companies have product strategies, production strategies,
human resource management strategies, and even marketing
strategies. At the same time they often lack customer strategies.
The core of a customer strategy would be to define the ideal cus-
tomer base considering the ex-
isting competences, products
and objectives of the company. 

Key issues in defining a customer
strategy would be to define the
customers that allow the company to grow and to have sustainable

The customer strategy should
define the customers that al-
low the company to grow and
to have sustainable profit
growth.
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profit growth. Furthermore, one needs to define the risk profiles
attached to these customers and based on the above analysis divide
the customer base into portfolios based on their revenue and risk
potential.

The other issue related to this is to analyze the chosen customers
from a risk point of view. All companies should work against im-
porting risks into the company. This type of work is obviously
significantly easier if the customers are listed companies. Most
listed companies have a risk profile defined by analysts, which of-
ten can be indicated by their “�-coefficient”3. If a supplier has
customers with bigger risks than its own it is importing risk,
which may not be a sustainable strategy unless it is balanced by
exceptional returns. 

A key ingredient in selecting customers is also to ensure that the
risk correlation between custom-
er and customer portfolios is not
too significant. If a supplier for
instance has customers only in
the real estate industry or compa-
nies who supply real estate, any
problems with the real estate in-
dustry will have a compound effect on the supplier. From a risk
management point of view it is important to have portfolios with
different risk profiles and thus manage the enterprise risk.

Sales strategy – improve the quality of the 
customer base

Defining how to measure the quality of a customer base is a stra-
tegic initiative that all sales organizations have to engage in. The
quality of a customer base can be measured by different metrics:
profitability distribution, risks, share of new vs. old customers,
churn rate, customer satisfaction index, number of fading custom-

3)  �-coefficient is actually a measurement of the volatility of the company’s share price.

In order to manage the enter-
prise risk, the customer base
should consist of customer
portfolios with different risk
profiles.
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ers, relationship strength, number of customers with joint R&D
projects, etc. As this short list shows there are numerous ways of
depicting the quality of a customer base; each company has to de-
velop its own measurement. 

Most companies (at least listed companies) are interested in de-
creasing the volatility of their business. A typical way of working
towards lesser volatility would be to engage in product develop-
ment activities or M&A activities, where additional product lines
are purchased in order to balance the supplier’s existing product
line.

An additional way of decreasing
volatility would be to select the
right types of customers with the
right types of risk profiles (or the
right types of relationships).
Hence, a key ingredient in increasing the quality of the company’s
customer base can be to change the composition of the customer
base. It might make sense from a strategic point of view to end re-
lationships with certain customers and to bring in other types of
customers in order to secure long-term performance. 

The key word in developing a customer base is hence customer se-
lection. Saying “no” to customers is an important skill that any
sales executive has to engage in. 

An important dimension in mea-
suring the quality of a customer
base is time. The quality can be
measured as a cross-sectional
measurement or as a longitudinal
measurement. Hence, an important issue is to evaluate whether
the customer base is selected based on retrospective of prospec-
tive indicators. The argument is that selection should not be based
on only retrospective indicators measuring the past performance
of a customer relationship (such as volume, profit, etc.). 

One way of decreasing busi-
ness volatility is to select the
right types of customers with
the right types of risk profiles.

Customer selection is the key
to developing the customer
base and saying “no” to cus-
tomers is an important skill of
all sales executives.
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Instead a company should define metrics that make it possible to
identify the future winners and those customers who have a
growth potential for the future.
Success is often made by finding
the right customers to grow with.
The worst-case scenario is to de-
velop excellent relationships with
customers who have a great history and a poor future. Building
excellent relationships with future losers is not a viable strategy!

Secure your future, build relationships with your 
most valuable customers

The quality of a customer base is dependent on the quality of each
individual customer and the relationship that the supplier has to
these customers. And as customers and relationships are different
there will be different types of relationships and the value of rela-
tionships will be different. Some individual customers are of ut-
most importance to a supplier, whereas others may be important
as a group as they secure a certain level of sales volume. Identify-
ing the most valuable customers requires the supplier to measure
the value of customer relationships. 

Experience shows that establishing such measurements require
suppliers to use both retrospec-
tive and prospective indicators.
One could still argue that the
most important customer rela-
tionships will be relationships
that define the supplier’s future.
And maybe the most important prospective indicator will be to un-
derstand the role that the supplier has in the customer’s business. 

Success is often made by find-
ing the right customers to grow
with.

The most important prospec-
tive indicator will be to under-
stand the role that the supplier
has in the customer’s business.
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If the quality of a relationship is dependant on the supplier’s fu-
ture importance for the customer; what is the role that the suppli-
er plays in making the customer’s future? Another way to express
this would be to analyze the customer’s dependence on a supplier.
If the supplier is not able to answer a question related to the role
of the supplier in the customer’s
future, it means that this custom-
er relationship is at risk. 

The role of the sales function is
to ensure that the supplier’s role
is bigger tomorrow than it is to-
day and than it has been in the history. In order to achieve this,
sales has to understand the strategy of the customer and under-
stand how the supplier can help the customer to achieve its strate-
gic goals. 

In strategic account management contexts relationships are always
managed as a cross-functional and cross-channel experience.
Hence sales cannot in itself, independently, develop the quality of
a relationship. It requires an exercise where many functions are in-
volved and the encounters that each function produces are ana-
lyzed in terms of whether they improve the importance of the
supplier and dependence of the customer. Hence, the role of the
sales function is to be the orchestrator of the contacts between the
different departments and functions of the customer and the pro-
vider organizations. 

An important issue of cross-functional alignment is the involve-
ment of the finance function. If
the relationship to a customer is
valuable it often means that there
has already been numerous busi-
ness process alignment initiatives.
As a result of these, the supplier
is often financing the customer
in different ways. Part of this can
be financing of inventories but it can also be financing of capital

The role of the sales function is
to ensure that the supplier’s
role is bigger tomorrow than it
is today and than it has been in
the history.

The balance sheet effects of
business process alignment
can be significant and the fi-
nance department should be
involved in selecting the cus-
tomers. 
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expenditure etc. The balance sheet effects of developing business
process alignment with customers can be significant and it is
therefore of utmost importance that the finance department is in-
volved in evaluating which customers should be financed and
which should not. 

Systematize the investments in customers

Most companies are already investing into customer relationships.
Unfortunately these investments are often made in an unsystemat-
ic manner and are not scrutinized in the same ways as investments
into fixed equipment, production facilities, product development
initiatives, etc. The reason for this is that the decisions are made in
small steps and separately for individual customers, which makes
it difficult to form a total picture of the situation.

Typical investment decisions into customers would be: joint
projects with the customer, financing of inventory or distribution
channel, joint R&D projects, investments into business process
alignment initiatives, discounting schemes for specific customers
and any type of adaptations made to products and services in or-
der to better fit to the customer’s situation. Often none of these
investments are major, but looked at as a whole many companies
are investing millions of euros without a systematic scrutiny. 

The investment into customers should be related to the evaluation
of the customer’s importance. Investments should be made into
the customers that have a future
and that may support the suppli-
er to create its own future. 

An additional viewpoint that
makes the investment issue very
relevant is that those who con-
trol the capital budget of a company also control its future. The
control of the capital budget gives you power, and hence it is in
the interest of the sales function to strive to get the investments

Investments should be made
into the customers that have a
future and that may support
the supplier to create its own
future. 
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into customers into the capital budget investment process and
thus into the boardroom. Investments into customers maybe the
back door to board level access and should therefore be used with
great care. 
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Glossary

Bad Money
Sales revenue earned from companies which do not belong to the
customer base defined in the company’s sales strategy. These cus-
tomers do not represent long-term opportunity for the provider
company.

(the) Customer Asset
The relationship a company has with its customer viewed as an
economic resource which produces and will produce cash flows.

Customer Asset Management (CAM)
A management practice that’s based on the notion that compa-
ny’s customer base should be viewed as an asset, and also man-
aged as such. CAM entails the improving of the company’s mar-
ket effectiveness and internal efficiency, and increasing share-
holder value by understanding, measuring and communicating
the value and quality of the company’s customer base.

Customer’s Processes
The various business processes which a customer employs to
support business activities. They include strategy, product and
service development, production, marketing and sales, finance
and control, etc.
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Customer Process Innovation
Thoroughly analyzing a customer’s processes to identify ways to
improve them, replace them if need be. This analysis leads to
changes in customers’ processes which improve the customer’s
bottom line.

Good Money
Sales revenue earned from companies which belong to the cus-
tomer base defined in the company’s sales strategy. These compa-
nies represent long-term opportunity for the provider company.

Neutral Money
Sales revenue earned from ”borderline” companies. ”Borderline”
companies do not belong to the customer base defined in the
company's sales strategy, because they do not increase provider
company market share. Still, these companies do provide short-
term profits.

Product Sales
A sales strategy responding to customer interest in product fea-
tures, in products which satisfy their specifications, and especial-
ly in product prices. This strategy works best when the provider
company devotes sufficient resources to R&D. Thus the provider
strives for product excellence, or cost leadership, or for both.

Solution Sales
A sales strategy responding to customer concerns and needs be-
yond product specifications, as well as to the provider company's
desire to extract itself from the ”commodity corner” product
sales strategies have painted it into. This strategy works best
when the provider company devotes sufficient resources to un-
derstanding customer concerns. Thus the provider strives to dif-
ferentiate itself from competing providers.

Value Sales
A sales strategy responding to drivers in the customer's business
environment, as well as to the provider company's desire to dis-
cover profitable business opportunities for itself. This strategy
works best when the provider company devotes resources to un-
derstanding the customer's business drivers in sufficient depth to
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able to suggest innovative improvements to the customer's pro-
cesses. These improvements have direct, positive effects on the
customer's bottom line. They also open new markets for the pro-
vider company. Thus the provider company strives to strengthen
its customer's competitive position, at the same time driving
profits for both.

Sales Funnel
A sales management tool for forecasting future sales results over
a time period. The funnel consists of sales cases in different stag-
es of the sales process starting from sales leads and resulting in
actual deals.

Sales Investment
Sales investment refers to the provider’s investments into a cus-
tomer relationship with expectations of generating sales. The
sales investments include the allocated resources in the form of
people, time, meetings, demos, samples, trials, etc.

Value
The term value is used in this book to refer to how valuable the
relationship, or the sales process is to the customer and to the
provider. Relationship value is the total value of a customer rela-
tionship to the customer and to the provider. The value of the
sales process to the customer is the total value that the sales pro-
cess brings to the customer. The value of the sales process to the
provider refers to the cash flows generated by the sales force to
compensate for the costs of selling. 

Value Creation
Value creation is the process for helping the customer or other
player in the value chain to gain more value from his own activi-
ties and supporting the customer to meet his business goals.

Value Capture
Value capture is the process for acquiring a share of the value cre-
ated for the customer. Value capturing can be higher prices, high-
er volumes, less tied-up capital, stronger relationships, learning
from the customer etc.
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Value Quantification
Value quantification refers to calculating the business impacts of
the provider’s offering to the customer both in terms of effects
on the customer’s income statement and the balance sheet.
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